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PREFACE

Ever since the first successful doping cnf hydro
genated amorphous silicon (a—Si:H) thin films, this material
has become a target of intense research. The main impetus
for the interest is the possibility of fabricating low
cost solar cells for the terrestrial applications. The
band gap energy of amorphous silicon (1.6 ev) is well suited
for' this purpose. Initial investigations kqr various
researchers have shown that this materials is also suitable
for the fabrication of other electronic devices such as
field effect transistors, photodiodes, image sensing devices
etc. However, much <1f the \unfl< carried out ixx the field
of a-Si:H thin films is still concerned with films prepared
by glow discharge decomposition of sdlane. In this thesis
preparation of a—Si:H thin films by vacuum evaporation using
tungsten baskets is pmesented and their electrical and di
electric properties are reported.

The thesis :hs divided into seven chapters.
Chapter 1. is the introduction tx> the subject. It starts
with a few remarks on thin film physics followed by a
thorough description of the amorphous materials with special
reference ix) amorphous silicon. The tun) important energy
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band models proposed for amorphous materials are also
reviewed in this chapter.

Di chapter 2 tflue general methods cflf thin film
preparation along with the merits and demerits of each
one are pmesented. It is followed tqr the special method
adopted ixl the present study; (Hue hydrogenation procedure
employed in the present case is also discussed in detail.

Study on the electrical properties is the single
most important tool for characterizing a semiconductor.
Hence a detailed investigation on the d.c. and a.c. electri
cal properties of a-Si and a—Si:H is presented in chapter 3.
The effect of different gas environments on the d.c. electri
cal characteristics of a-Si and a—Si:H thin films are also
presented in this chapter.

Dielectric property cflf a—Si:H films its compara
tively less studied. The details of EH1 investigation
conducted in this direction are presented in chapter 4.

The feasibility CH5 producing electronic devices
from a—Si:H thin films produced by the method adopted here
has been tested by fabricating field effect transistors
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using europium cmide ens the gate insulator. The results
are encouraging. An account cflf the fabrication procedure
and analysis of the experimental results are presented
in chapter 5.

In chapter 6 preparation and characterization
of another semiconductor-—cadmium sulphide——is presented.

It is prepared by chemical bath deposition method and is
characterized by studying the electrical and dielectric
properties. From the a.c. conductivity studies the density
of states en: the Fermi level is calculated. The modifi
cations adopted in the preparation technique enabled to
reduce the sulphur deficiency and to prepare intrinsic
films.

The concluding remarks and the directions for
future work in this field are presented in chapter 7.
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Chapter l

INTRODUCTION

The impact of tfinxi film technology cni the specta
cular developments in the field of Inicroelectronics during
the last inn) decades lmui been tremendous. This was cnua of

the most stimulating factors which helped the efforts to in
crease tfine understanding of thin films anui to improve the
level cflf sophistication (Hf their deposition techniques. The
recent discovery cnf the possibility of time production of
p-n anmi p—i-n junctions using hydrogen passivated amorphous
silicon thin films, coupled with mass producibility of large
area non—epitaxial growth. on any substrate» material, match
very timely with the strong current need for the development
of a low cost solar cell as a new energy resource for terre
strial applications. Along with this, the increasing require
ment or the optical industry and magnetic information storage
devices also boosted the interest in the field of thin films.

A thin film is defined as a thin layer of a material
whose one dimension is negligibly small compared to the other
two dimensions and is created kn! the condensation process
of atoms or molecules. Depending upon how the atoms or mole
cules are created from the bulk material for the condensation

1
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process, the methods of depositing thin films are termed
physical vapour deposition (PVD) or chemical vapour deposition
(CVD) [l]. A brief review of this is given in Chapter 2.

If we go through the early history of thin films
it can be seen that during the ancient periods thin films
were used for decorative purposes. Over three centuries back
itself non-solid films were studied to explain the interfer

I

ence colours associated with thin oil layers on water surfaces.
But the first solid films were obtained by Bunsen and Grove
in 1852 by means of chemical reaction and by glow discharge
sputtering respectively [2]. In the post war period, it was
the boom in time use of silicon based microelectronic devices

that gave a respectable position to thin film technology.
In a sense we can say that the development of thin films was
directly connected with the growth of semiconductor industry.
Since the work presented in this thesis is centred around
the preparation and characterization of amorphous silicon
thin films, ii; is important ix) review time developments in
this field over the last few decades.

Semiconductors are materials whose electrical
resistivity en; room temperature is imm the range lO_2 tun
109 ohm cm (which is between that of a metal and an insulator)

in wdflmfll the electrical charge concentration increases with
increase of temperature over some temperature range [3]. The
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important semiconductors are elemental ones like silicon,
germanium and selenium and compounds such as gallium arsenide,

cuprous oxide, lead telluride and lead sulphide. Semiconductors
are of three types according to their structure. They are
crystalline, polycrystalline and noncrystalline. A crystal
line semiconductor is characterized by the presence of long
range gmmiodicity. ha other words, ll} a crystalline semi
conductor, the surroundings of an atom will be exactly the
same whatever be the position of the atom inside the crystal.
This is because the atoms are arranged in an ordered lattice
and the order extends throughout the crystal. A polycrystal
line: material is composed cnf many' very" small crystallites.
In a noncrystalline material there is only short range order
(SRO). That itn the immediate surroundings of an: atom will
be the same as that in a crystal. But as we go away from
time reference atmn, the very small deviations ix: the bond
lengths and kxnui angles become appreciable and at ea distance
of the cmder cflf the tenth neighbour cu? so, the atoms are
located essentially' at random. Since~ noncrystalline semi
conductors are predominantly covalently bonded, the lowest
energy local configuration of each atom is almost always one
in which its chemical valence requirements are fulfilled.

There are two main classes of noncrystalline semi
conductors, the glasses and the amorphous films. Glasses are
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those materials which can be quenched from the supercooled
melt and usually exhibit a glass transition. The melts of
most crystalline solids have viscosities less than l poise

near the melting temperature Tm. Some of these melts can
be supercooled knr nearLy 10-2O degrees below 3%] without
crystallization. Their viscosity increases rapidly with
decreasing temperature [4}. It reaches ea value zmf 107

poise near TE“ The viscosity continues to increase with
decreasing temperature, and when it becomes 1014 poise
the supercooled liquid becomes a solid glass. The process
of glass transition which leads to the freezing of a super—

cooled liquid at T == Tg (glass transition temperature)
into ea noncrystalline solid (glass) is still an actively
investigated theoretical problem [5]. Eventhough glasses
were known for over thousands of years, the beginning
of the systematic study of time noncrystalline: materials
started only in 1950's when Kolomiets showed that the
chalcogenide glasses behave like intrinsic semiconductors
and that their electrical conductivity could not be altered
by adding dopants [6].

Usually the term amorphous materials are restricted
to those noncrystalline materials which can normally be pre
pared only ihi the» form cflf thin films kn? deposition on
substrates which are kept sufficiently cool to prevent crysta—
llization. Amorphous films, in contrast to glasses,can exist
in many different configurational states depending upon the
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preparation techniques and upon a variety of substrate para
meters. Annealing can lower the energy of a given amorphous
film.

Although many defects common in crystalline solids
like vacancies, interstitials, dislocations and grain bound—
aries are not likely to be found in the absence of periodicity,
chemical defects such as undercoordinated or overcoordinated

atoms and wrong bonds are quite possible. All glasses have
intrinsic defects defined as the deviations from the lowest
energy bonding arrangements [7,8]. Of all possible deviations
from the ideal bonding configuration, the one that requires
the least amount of energy will naturally be present at the
highest concentration. The least energy requiring defects
in chalcogenide glasses are the valence—alternation pairs
(VAP). VAPs are two defects simultaneously created, one due
to a positively charged overcoordinated atom and the other
due to a negatively charged undercoordinated "atom. They are
known as VAPs because the valence or coordination is altered

for the defect atoms. This never happens in a tetrahedrally
bonded solid, since four is the maximum possible covalent
coordination using 's' and 'p' orbitals. However large defect
densities can exist in this material in the form of two fold
and three fold coordinated atoms.
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Experimental data on electrical transport propert
ies can only be properly interpreted if a model for the ele
ctronic structure is available. For crystalline semiconduct
ors, the main features of the energy distribution of the den
sity of electronic states are the sharp structure in the
valence and conduction bands and the abrupt terminations at
the valence band maximum and the conduction band minimum.

The sharp edges in the density of states produce a well defined
forbidden energy gap. These specific features of the band
structure are consequences of the long range and short range
order. Since time short range order its present, the concept
of the density of states is applicable to noncrystalline solids
also.

In 1970 Mott argued that the spatial fluctua
tions in the potential caused by the configurational disorder
in amorphous materials can create localized states 3H1 the
form of ea tail above and below the normal bands [10]. This
argument was based CH1 a theory by Anderson [ll]. The states
are called localized 5&1 the sense tfiun: an electron placed
in a region will not diffuse at zero temperature to other
regions with corresponding potential fluctuations.

Two most important band models for amorphous semi

conductors are due to Cohen, Fritzsche and Ovshinsky (CFO
model) and Davis and Mott [12,13]. The former' describes a
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simple band model based on the common features of the covalent
amorphous alloys. It assumes that time tail states extend
across the gap in a structureless distribution. This gradual
decrease cflf the localized states destroys time sharpness of
the conduction and valence band edges. The tails overlap at
the centre. CFO model was specifically proposed for the multi
component chalcogenide» glasses. Since in ‘these materials,
most atoms satisfy their valence requirements, there must
be a valence band of extended states despite the randomly
differing valencies and an energy band corresponding roughly
to an energy for breaking valence bonds. However there will
be mobility edges above and below the valence and conduction
bands. At these mobility edges time mobility’ of tine charge
carriers change abruptly. The empty valence band tail states
give rise to a random distribution of localized positive
charges neutralized on the average by a corresponding distri
bution of an equal number of localized negative charges which
are associated with the occupied conduction band tail states.

These charged states above» and below time Fermi level (BF)
act as efficient trapping centres for electrons and holes
respectively. If we consider that the transition from the
extended states to the localized states occur“ at energies

EV for the valence band and EC for the conduction band; then
we can expect a sharp drop in the mobility of the carriers
at these energies as we pass from the extended states to the
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localized states. The presence of the mobility edges explain
why a well defined activation energy ( AE) is observed for
conductivity (G"') despite the lack of sharp band edges.

According to Davis and Mott model, the tails of
localized states should be rather narrow and should extend
a few tenths of an electron volt into the forbidden gap.
Generated due to the defects in the random network,like.dangl—

ing bonds and vacancies, a band of compensated levels exist
near the mid gap according to this model. This band may be
split into a donor and an acceptor band which will also pin
the Fermi level. Mott suggested that at the transition from
extended to localized states the mobility drops by several
orders of magnitude producing a mobility edge. The energy
interval between the two mobility edges acts as a pseudogap
and is defined as the mobility gap.

The first proposal of a model showing bands of
donors and acceptors in the upper and lower half of the mobi
lity gap was introduced by Marshall and Owen in 1971 [14].
It is clear now that the density of states of an amorphous
semiconductor does not decrease monotonically into the gap;
but shows many peaks which can be well separated from each
other. The position of the Fermi level is largely determined
by the charge distribution in the gap states.
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On the basis of Davis-Mott model there can be three

processes leading txa conducthmi in amorphous semiconductors.

Their relative contribution depends upon the ambient tempera
ture. At very low temperatures, conduction can occur by ther
mally assisted tunneflhug between states at the Fermi level.
At higher temperatures, charge carriers are excited into the
localized states of the band tails. This conduction is by
hopping. At still higher temperatures, carriers are excited
across the mobility edge into the extended states. The mobi
lity in the extended states is much higher than that in the
localized states.

Now let us go a bit deep into the problem of amor
phous silicon. Since the material has only one component,
there is no question of compositional disorder. In amorphous
silicon almost every atom is surrounded by four neighbouring
atoms 2.35 ii away, exactly the same atomic separation as in
the crystal. Even the second neighbours are essentially at
the same distance as in the crystal, but there is a spread
in the separations which reflect bond-angle deviations of
about ilO° [4]. This spread becomes more and more significant
as we go away from the reference atom and the order is lost
roughly at the distance of the tenth neighbour. Thus in pure
amorphous silicon, strictly speaking, there is ea short range
order only upto about 55,3 [5]. It is known that properties
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of solids on an atomic scale whether crystalline or amorphous
shouhi be dominated by local chemical valence considerations
as in the chemistry of molecules [13]. However, specifications
of the short range order does not fully determine the structure
of an amorphous semiconductor. (kua must also determine the
distribution of ring sizes which can have important consequen
ces on edectronic states {l4}. Ideal geometrical model of
amorphous silicon historically ix; divided into tum: classes:
microcrystalline and random network [l5]. In the microcrysta1—

line nmmkfl, regions of crystalline—like order are connected
by disordered boundaries, while  the random network model,
there are no regions of crystalline order. For microcrystal—

'_-I

DJ

lites smaller than a few ttice constants in size, the stru
cture is essentially a random network.

There are experimental evidences for the existence

of large concentrations of spinless defects in amorphous
silicon films. The observed spin density is almost always
several orders of magnitude lower than the density of local
ized states ir1 the gap [6]. when atomic hydrogen.:hs intro
duced. into pure silicon films, approximately hundred times
as much hydrogen enters than the unpaired spin density suggests

[7]. These unpaired silicon bonds are time most important
defects iml amorphous silicon films. They are aflrxa known as
the dangling bonds. They occur with a density of lOl8—lO2O
per cucp in nominally pure amorphous silicon. The, higher



concentrations occur in sputtered, evaporated, or ion—bombarded

layers that are prepared below 200—300°C. Higher temperature
deposites, most notably chemical vapour depositions by the
pyrolysis of silane near 600°C, have spin densities at the
lower end <yf the observed range. This ix; because ifl this
case the ‘unpaired silicon bonds are passivateml by' hydrogen
atoms. For the point of illustrating the rnicroscopics of
hydrogenation, it is enough to consider the idealized planar
representation of a trivacancy as shown in Figure 1.10. when
the material is hydrogenated not only the dangling bonds but
the adjacent back bonds are also likely to pick—up H atoms,
since they tend to be weaker than the typical Si-Si bonds
within an ideal Si network. It is seen that many hydrogen
atoms can lme incorporated :h1 the vicinity of ea single para
magnetic defect. A. paramagnetic site ix; composed <xE two
aligned but unpaired bonds. In fact hydrogen can also be
taken up by the nonparamagnetic multivacancies as well. It
therefore explains why more hydrogen atoms are present in
hydrogenated amorphous silicon than the number of paramagnetic

centres ix: pure amorphous silicon [8]. Furthermore, due to
the nature of the disorder itself there can be other weak
bonds (Si-Si bonds with bond lengths other than time ideal
2.35 3.) within the random network and these bonds may also
be easily broken apart and then- terminated by hydrogen atoms
[9].
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Early theoretical work suggested that the addition
of hydrogen to the amorphous silicon matrix would remove states

from the top of the valence band [16]. In the case of crystal
line silicxnu it was observed that electronic energy levels
of the dangling and weak bonds lie within the band gap. Hydro
genation <1f crystalline silicon surfaces removes gap states
and replaces them with Si-H bonding levels deep down in the
valence band and antibonding levels in or near the conduction
band [8]. Thus the effect of hydrogenation of amorphous sili
con is the removal of states from within the band gap [10].
Early theoretical work suggested that the addition of hydrogen
to the amorphous silicon matrix would remove states from the
top cm? the valence band [16]. This work suggested that the
observed widening of the gap with increasing hydrogen content
occurs primarily by depletion of states from the valence band
edge [l7—l9]. The Si—H energy levels lie away from the band
gap and hence do not interfere with the near band gap transport
and optical phenomena which are of prime importance to the
semiconductor physicists.

It was Sterling and his collaborators at the S.T.L.
Laboratories who first prepared thin films of amorphous sili
con and amorphous germanium by the decomposition of the
hydride in an r.f. glow discharge in the mid sixties [28-30].
Towards the end of l968 a group at the University of Dundee
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in U.K. started working in amorphous semiconductors [31].
Their aim was to provide some reasonably conclusive experi—
mental tests of the proposed models and transport mechanisms.
In the early stages of their work they found that thin films
of amorphous silicon and amorphous germanium produced b.y the

glow discharge technique were the most promising ones in which

the basic properties of the amorphous phase were not obscured
by a high density of defect states. In 1970 they published
the first electron drift mobility results on glow discharge
a-Si [31]. The first experimental information on the density
of states in the energy gap was published by Spear and LeComber

in 1972 [32]. During 1973 and 1974 ea fairly detailed study
of the optical, and photoconductive jproperties cnf glow <dis
charge produced silicon was carried out at Dundee, in which
it was attempted to correlate the photoconductive behaviour
with transport results and the density cnf state distribution
[33,34].

In 1975 LeComber and Spear showed that the electro

nic properties of a-Si and a—Ge prepared by the glow discharge
method could be controlled by substitutional doping in la
systematic way over a mdde range [35,36]. This was a remark
able step forward in the development of a-Si and it was quickly
followed by the fabrication of the first a-Si p-n junction
[37]. Soon after this, development cnf a-Si photovoltaic
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devices was reported from the RCA laboratories [38]. This
caused an explosion in the number of research papers coming
out on the preparation and characterization of a-—Si:H thin
films and solar cells. Most of the research groups concen
trated on the glow discharge method of film production while
a relatively few groups worked on sputtered and evaporated
amorphous silicon ixi an atmosphere cflf hydrogen [39,40]. It
was soon established that post hydrogenated amorphous silicon
films have certain advantages over the conventional glow dis
charge produced ones. They are the absence of the so called
Staebler-Wronski effect (which is a light induced instability),
reduction im1'the amount of hydrogen going into the intersti
tial positions and the better control over the amount of hydro
gen incorporated into the film [41-43]. However, this method
is the least investigated one. This is pmobably due to the
early success of the glow discharge method.

During the- past decade considerable efforts have
been expended in attempts to characterize and understand the
electronic properties of amorphous silicon films. Electrical
conductivity studies are very important among them. The Chcu
electrical characteristic of a—Si and a—Si:H films are carried

out by many groups of researchers [44-49]. Due to Si—H bond
formathmi the electrical conductivity and the density of gap
states decreases. Also, due to hydrogenation, the Fermi level
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shifts towards the conduction band and the extended state
conduction becomes dominant at room temperature [43].

Just like the d.c. conductivity, the frequency
dependent conductivity (a.c. conductivity) is also an import
ant parameter txn characterize emu amorphous material. Under
favourable circumstances the a.c. conductivity studies can
be used to make an estimation of the density of states of
amorphous materials [50—52]. Many reports have appeared on
the a.c. conductivity of different amorphous materials [53—56]
but that of a-Si:H is extremely rare. Mott [52] has shown
that all the three conduction mechanisms that contribute to
the d.c. conduction can contribute to the a.c. conduction
also. They' are the conduction "through the extended states,
conduction E31 carriers excited ixHx> the localized states at
the edges of the valence or conduction band and hopping trans
port by carriers with energies near the Fermi level.

The change in the d.c. conductivity of a—-Si and
a-Si:H thin films due to exposure to different gas ambients
is a. rarely investigated tun; nevertheless ea very important
study. It gives information on the conductivity type of the
film. This study also gives an explanation to the inconsist
encies in the reported values of various electrical parameters
of a—Si:H films prepared in different laboratories. Tanielian
et al. have carried out such an investigation on a~Si:H thin
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films prepared by <glow riischarge [57] euui have found that
different gas ambients have profound effects on the electrical
characteristics of these films.

Due to these reasons a systematic study was carried
out cum the d.c. zuufl a.c. electrical properties of a=Si and
a—Si:H films prepared by vacuum evaporation. It was observed
that various preparation parameters like substrate tempera
ture, annealing temperature, annealhug time, film thickness,
hydrogenation temperature and hydrogen partial pressure play
very important roles in shaping the electrical characteristics
of these films.

The first major application of amorphous semi
conductors was in the field of Xerography. This process
utilizes the photoconductivity of certain high resistivity
amorphous semiconductors containing selenium. flfima photocondu

ctive properties of chalcogenide glasses are used in an image
pick up tube known as saticon developed by Hitachi and the
Japan Broadcasting Corporation for'1nma in small colour tele
vision cameras [58]. Memory switching Inns been observed in
many amorphous semiconductors including a—Si:H [59]. This
phenomenon is used by many companies for developing an electri

cally alterable, read—only computer memory. Hydrogenated
amorphous silicon films are widely used in the fabrication
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of‘ photoconductivity cells. These cells are used as light
sensing elements ix1 certain types <ni light meters and light
activated switches. It is found that rectifying junctions
could be fabricated by sputtering amorphous silicon into
crystalline- silicon substrates [60]. 111 certain. cases xmnen
such ea a-Si:H diode is forward biased, it emits light <due
to electroluminescence [61] with a peak photon energy of
»vl.2~l.3 eV. However, as discussed earlier, the most import
ant aplication of a-Si:H has been in the lowcost solar cells
[62]. Band gap of a-Si:H is ideal for solar energy conversion.
Another very important application of amorphous silicon is
in the fabrication of thin film field effect transistors.
In 1976 itself there were proposals for the use of amorphous
silicon field effect devices in the- addressing of liquid
crystal matrix displays as an alternative to thin film CdSe
transistors. It was Neudeck and Malhotra [63] who have first
fabricated thin film field effect transistors using evaporated
amorphous silicon. They have made use of thermally grown

S102 as the gate insulator and photolithographv techniques to
define the shape of the aluminium source and drain electrodes.
At present the main application, of amorphous silicon FETs
is in the liquid crystal display devices. The transient beha
viour of an FET in the liquid crystal matrix is mainly deter
mined by the capacitive loading of the liquid crystal element.
It is possible, even ‘with time present amorphous silicon
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devices, ix: address about 1000 lines in 1%) ms which is the
charge retention time <n5 the elementary liquid crystal capa
citor in the off state of the FET. Recently it was shown
that an integrated inverter circuit [64] and an image sensor
[65] can be fabricated from amorphous silicon FETs. It is
also reported that the fabrication of NAND and NOR gates is
also possibLe with amorphous silicon FETs. The main limit
ation of the pmesent devices is their low value of gain—band
width pmoduct. Attempts to improve this are carried out by
many research groups.

In order‘ to check ‘whether the vacuum evaporated
and post hydrogenated amorphous silicon films prepared in
the present case can be used to fabricate electronic devices»
elementary field effect ‘transistors were fabricated :h1 the
coplanar structure and is discussed in detail in this thesis.
The experiment was "reasonably' successful anui indicated ‘that
optimization of preparation parameters and film thickness
would yield better devices.

If a-Si:H is a new comer in the field of electronic
materials, cadmium sulphide is one of the oldest and extensi

vely investigated semiconducting materials. Relatively early
in the research of "photovoltaic effect and the development
of solar cells, II—VI compounds have played an important role.
Almost at the same time as the silicon solar cells were first
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described [66], the photovoltaic effect in <3dS/Cu2S ‘was
reported [67]. A variety of II-VI based solar cells are known
and actively investigated. It can be seen that the most pro

minently researched II—VI based solar cells are CdS/Cu2S
cells, CdS/CuInSe2 cells or those with <2dxZnl_XS. A large
number of techniques are employed for the deposition of CdS
films, prominent among them are evaporation, spray pyrolysis
and screen printing. Each of these methods has its own advan
tages and disadvantages [68—70]. Technologists are therefore
on the lookout for newer methods in order to tailor the pro
perties of the films to suit their needs. Of the several
methods available, chemical methods have» certain advantages
for the fabrication of CdS thin films, since they are cheaper
and easier compared with the physical methods. These very
reasons vnJJ. give chemical methods zu1 upper hand iJ1 the
future, at least as far as solar cells are concerned, if large
scale manufacturing of thin film solar cells is to be a reality
for terrestrial applications. Eventhough the structure, d.c.
conduction, photoconduction and photovoltaic effects of this
material are well studied [68,7O—73], its a.c. conduction
mechanisms and dielectric properties are not so extensively
investigated. Even, parameters which are well studied should
be subjected to reinvestigation when the film, is produced
by a new method or by a modified form of one of the well known

methods. Elliott's theory [51] is ideal for interpreting
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the results <n€ the a.c. conduction experiments in CdS, since
time theory is <originally" developed for II—VI compounds. It
can be used to calculate the density of states of CdS at the
Fermi level which is a very important parameter for any semi—
conductor.

In this thesis the d.c. and a.c. electrical chara
cteristics and dielectric properties of CdS thin films pre—
pared by chemical bath deposition technique are presented.
By slightly modifying the preparation method. it ‘was found
possible to decrease the sulphur deficiency and as a result
nearly intrinsic films were obtained.

The investigation presentad in this thesis there
fore covers detailed studies on the dielectric properties
and a.c./d.c. conduction of a—Si and a—-Si:I-I thin films pre
pared kqr vacuum evaporation. The influence cflf the various

gas ambients has also been investigated in detail. Using these
films a ‘field effect transistor is fabricated. and charact
erized. In the case of CdS, by modifying slightly the chemical
bath deposition method, very nearly intrinsic films were
obtained znui characterized. These investigations zhi general
results in obtaining important informations.
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Chapter 2

METHODS OF THIN FILM PREPARATION AND PARAMETER

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

Abstract—
I

xx brief account cnf the several methods used for the

production of thin films is presented 1M1 this rihapter. The
discussions stress on the important methods used for the fabri
cation <xE a—Si;Ei thin films. This review' also treveals ‘that

almost all the general methods, like vacuum evaporation, sputter
ing, glow discharge and even chemical methods are currently
employed for the pmoduction of a—Si:H thin films. Each method

has its own advantages and disadvantages. However, certain
methods are generally preferred. Subsequently a detailed account
of the method used here for.the preparation of amorphous sili
con thin films and their hydrogenation is presented. The metal
chamber used for the electrical and dielectric measurements
is also described. A brief mention is wade-cni the electrode
structure, film area and film geometry.

29
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2.00 Introduction

The electronic properties of a semiconducting thin
fihn depend largely upon time method cnf preparation, There
are a large number of methods for thin film preparation. They
can be broadly classified into physical and chemical methods.
Physical methods include vacuum evaporation, sputtering and
glow discharge vfifijra chemical methods normally cover edectro

deposition and chemical vapour deposition. Each of these depo
sition "techniques li5ldiSCUSSed briefly ixm the following with
special reference txn the preparation of hydrogenated amorphous
silicon.

2.10 Physical method

Physical metnmfl of thin film preparation is the nmst
widely used for industrial applications. Be 1H; electronic,
optical, opto—electronic or protective application, physical
method is preferred over other techniques of thin film prepara
tion. The reasons for this are the following. In the industri
al production of low cost solar cells or electronic devices,
production on a continuous basis is more easily accomplished
by physical methods. Fabrication of multilayer structures
like interference filters and multilayer antireflection coatings
are easier’ by physical methods. In the physical methods,
since all the coatings are done in a high vacuum or ultra high
vacuum chamber, very clean production environment can be main

tained. Such controlled conditions are very ‘much essential
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in the fabrication (M5 electronic <devices. Finallyq physical
deposition is a ‘clean method‘ of film preparation, in the
sense that no chemical solutions are used.

2.11 Vacuum evaporation

The deposition of thin films by vacuum evaporation
involves several steps [ll amd they are broadly brought under
three as follows:

l. Transition of condensed phase into a gaseous state.

2. Vapour traversing time space between time evaporation source

and the substrate at reduced gas pressure and

3. Condensation cflf the vapour at reduced gas pmessure on the
substrate.

For evaporating most materials, the temperature of
the source must be between 1000 and 2000°C [1]. To avoid conta

mination of the deposit, the filament material itself must
have negligible vapour and dissociation pressures at the opera
ting temperature. Suitable materials are refractory' metals
and oxides. There must not be any alloying or chemical react
ion between tflue evaporant and time source material [2,3]. In
order txn evaporate ea material from ea filament, time following
conditions must be fulfilled.
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1. The material must adhere to the filament.

2. The melting point of the filament must be higher than that
of the evaporant.

3. The filament and the evaporant must not form an alloy which
has a melting point below that of the evaporant.

The alloy formation and filament failure will be more
raphi if the evaporant is allowed to accumulate into isolated
droplets over the heater surface. It was shown that a molten
evaporant which wets refractory metal spirals could tn; made
to flow as a uniform coating over the surface of the heater
provided several strands of the wire twisted together are used
instead of a single core spiral. Such sources have a maximum
value of molecular radiation to heat radiation.

Schematic diagram of a vacuum coating system is shown

in Figure 2.10. It consists of ea bell jar ewacuated using
a diffusion pump and a rotary pump. The sizes of the pumps
in the pumping line affect the pump down time, the steady state
throughput and the Iiltimate pressure. Ihi a system <designed
for evaporation, estimation of the throughput in advance is
very difficult. It, depends (N1 many' factors like purity" of
the material, outgassing, evaporation rate, the filament design,
and the maximum permissible pressure rise during film formation.
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Schematic diagram of a vacuum coating system
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However, the outgassing and leak rates play important roles
in achieving the ultimate pressure.

Depending upon the materials to be deposited, different
modificatbmns are adopted :hi the vacuum evaporation technique
and these are summarised in the following sections.

2.12 Reactive evaporation

For the deposition of metal and elemental semiconduct—

ing films, the background pressure is usually kept as low as
possible, because the interaction of residual gases with the
evaponmfl: has adverse effects CH1 the film properties [4]. In
reactive evaporation, gases like oxygewi or hydrogen at ‘high
pressure (lO—5 to 10-2 torr) are <deliberately' maintained to
produce fully oxidized or hydrogenated ~films. A controlled
leak of the required gas is generally used to provide the desired
atmosphere. Since the mean free path of vapours is very large
at lower pressures, the probability of forming metal-oxide
molecules by collision in the gas phase is very small. Instead,
recombination takes place on the substrate surface. The form
ation of the oxide film by reactive evaporation begins with
the hnpingement of metal atoms and oxygen molecules on the
substrate surface. Some of these are adsorbed. The adsorbed
vapours must then react to form the metal oxide. This reaction
is essentially an ordering process, whereby an adsorbed particle
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diffuses across the surface until they fall into the potential
wells represented by time regular lattice sites [1]. The
reactive evaporation of metals or lower metal oxides into
substrates at moderate temperatures produces amorphous or
poorly crystallized films whose stoichiometry is largely deter
mined by the impingement rates of the constituents [5].

It had been shown by several workers that the dangl
ing bonds Jhi amorphous germanium and amorphous silicon could

be saturated kqridepositing them iJ1ian atmosphere of hydrogen
[6]. Hydrogen prevents the formation of dangling bonds as
these provide favourable bonding sites for hydrogen atoms.
The removal cnf the dangling bond states by hydrogen is mani
fested in the drastic reduction in the spin density and in
the possibility <mE substitutional doping [7]. The increase
in photoconductivity enui the shift imi the optical absorption
edge txn higher energies also demonstrate the removal of the
dangling bond [8—l4].

2.13 Co-evaporation

By operating two evaporation sources simultaneously
in the same vacuum chamber, it is possible to deposit multi
constituent films which are not amenable to direct evaporation
[l]. This method eliminates problems like fractionation and
decomposition inherent. in the evaporation of compound semi
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conductors. It is also possible to co-deposit materials which
fonn neither compounds run: solid solutions. The control of
the condensation rates in time exact constituent ratio is the
main pmoblem imm co-evaporation. These rates euxa determined
by the equilibrium pressure of the evaporant at the same tempe
rature. 'The film composition can be controlled by direct
measurements of the jparticle density zhi the vapour stream.
The source temperatures can be adjusted to get pre—determined
condensation rates. The problem of pmeferential condensation
of compounds from binary vapours has been solved by developing

three temperature method. This method exploits the fact that
the free energies required for the dissociation of compounds
are greater than the free energies of evaporation of the consti
tuents.

2.14 Flash evaporation

Flash evaporation is another technique for producing
films whose constituents have different vapour pressures [15
l7]. In contrast to the two source evaporation, it does not
require provisions to monitor the vapour density. Film compo
sition is controlled by evaporating to completion small quanti
ties of the constituents in the desired ratio. Fractionation
of particles during evaporation can be minimized by dispensing
the evaporant in ea steady trickle. The net result of these
simultaneous. discrete evaporations is ea vapour stream.1whose



composition ii; uniform enui identical txi the source material.
The technique is applicable for evaporation of alloys, metal
dielectric mixtures and compounds. The proper choice of the
material and the design of the flash evaporation filament
are <xE considerable‘ importance [1]. The filament rmufi: be
capable of attaining temperatures as high as 2000°C without
voltatilization or heavy reaction with the evaporant. Tungsten
or tantalum smxfigms are most commonly used. The temperature

of the substrate determines the degree of order and crystal—
I

linity of the films.

2.15 Electron—beam gun evaporation

In this method, a stream of electrons is accelerated
through fields of E511: lO KV and focused onto the evaporant
surface [l8—2l]. Upon impingement, most of the kinetic energy
is converted into heat and a temperature exceeding 3000°C
is obtained. .Since the electron beam can be concentrated
en the evaporating surface, other portions cflf the evaporant
are maintained at lower temperatures. Thus interactions bet
ween evaporant and support material are greatly reduced.

A small tungsten helix or hair-pin filament consti
tutes the electron source. The filament is kept at a high
negative voltage (usually -lOKV) with respect to the ground,
so that the electrons emanating from it are accelerated away
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frmn it [22]. This accelerated electron beam then passes
through a strong transverse magnetic field which focuses
and bends the beam.tx: a particular point where the evaporant
is placed. In ea straight beam qpni the substrates must bw
mounted off to the side. By bending the beam using a magnetic
field this restriction can tn; overcome. 180° and 270° tmmt
beam guns are now commercially available. Models with powers
between 3 to 10 KW and water cooled copper hearth to support
the evaporant are common. Most of them are bakeable and can
attain temperatures upto 3500°C.

2.20 Sputtering

when a material is bombarded with electrons of suffi

cient energy, the atoms <n5 the lattice are pushed into new
positions creating surface migration of atoms. when the energy
of the impinging electrons exceeds four times the heat of
sublimation of target material, the target atoms get ejected.
This process is known as sputtering [23].

2.21 Glow discharge sputtering

A glow discharge produced by an applied electric
field between two electrodes in a gas at a low pressure is
a convenient zmui simple source of ixnms for sputtering [17].
Most cnf the applied voltagee is dropped across the cathode
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dark space. Ions and electrons produced are accelerated across
the region. The energetic electrons produce more ions by
collision with the atoms in the negative glow, and the energetic
ions strike the cathode to produce sputtering and emit second
ary electrons. The optimum condition for deposition with
a uniform deposit extending txn about half time area <xf the
target its obtained xdumi the cathode—anode distance its about
twice the length of the cathode dark space. The sputtering
rate is proportional txn the current for ea constant ‘voltage
which is thus a very convenient control parameter. Glow dis
charge sputtering is also known as diode sputtering. One
of the main advantages of this method is that the rate of
depositbmi remains constant xmhfli time, provided, the current
density and voltage do not vary [17].

2.22 Triode sputtering

Triode sputtering is one form of low pressure sputter
ing. Controlled direction and higher mean energy of the ejected
atoms striking the substrate owing to smaller collision losses
are some cflf the desirable features of 14»: pressure sputter
ing [l7]. The sputtering rates at low pressures can be incre
ased by increasing the ionization of the sputtering gas.
Additional electrons may be supplied thermionically from a
filament. Both the total ionization and the ionization effi
ciency are increased by accelerating the electrons by means
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of a. third electrode, and injecting them into the plasma.
A magnetic field inclined tun the lines of force between the
cathode and anode enhances triode sputtering.

2.23 R.F. sputtering

High ionization yield of the sputtering gas can
be obtained by the use of a radio frequency (r.f.) of several
mega cycles. The r.f. power may be applied directly to the
anode through a capacitor or via a high frequency coil inside
or outside 1flue discharge vessel. An applied magnetic field
assists in supporting and stabilizing the high frequency dis
charge and makes the operation possible at low pressures of
a few milli tcrr. R.F. sputtering is ea versatile technique
and has several other useful applications. Since insulators
can kxa R.F. sputtered, the technique :hs ideally' suited for
hfiyi rate reactive sputtering. R.F. sputtering nmqr be used
to etch metals, semiconductors and insulators.

Amorphous Si:H can be produced by sputtering silicon
target in a partial pressure of hydrogen. Doped targets are
used to produce n-type or p—type films. Doping can also be
done by introducing hydrides of phosphorus or boron into
the Chamber during the sputtering process. It was shown
that a deposition temperature of fly 200°C and a hydrogen partial
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gnessure of 5 milli torr are the optimum values for obtaining
good quality a—Si:H films by r.f. sputtering. Several methods
were devised to prepare r.f. sputtered a—Si:H films with low
density' of gap states, but the most successful method was
sputtering under ea higher partial pressure of argon of ~.3O
milli torr.

For preparing polymer films iflua monomer" vapour is
introduced into the chamber through a control valve, so that
the required pressure is reached inside the chamber. The
pmmping rate and tflne rate of flow of the monomer vapour are
adjusted to keep time pressure at time required value. The
discharge is produced by applying a d.c. or r.f. power. If
r.f‘. power is applied, the frequency range is O.5—l3.5 ME-I2.
When the glow discharge is produced, free radicals are formed
hi the system and they recombine among themselves to form
a large polymeric chain. The polymer thus formed get depo
sited on the cleaned substrate as well as on the walls of
the chamber.

For producing a—Si:H films silane (SiH4) gas is intro—
duced into the chamber. The operating frequency range remains
the same but 13.5 MHz is usually chosen. The silane pressure
in the chamber range from 5 to 250 milli torr. When using
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capacitive coupling with a superimposed d.c. bias, the propert
ies of the films deposited on the two electrodes may differ.

The advantages (Hf the glow discharge method of film
preparation are many. Simple set—up, ease cnf preparation,
better control over the film parameters and the superior elect
rical and dielectric properties of the polymer films are the
most important among them. However thee fact that. only ea few
materials, jjl the liquid form, <xn1 be deposited by glow dis
charge method is a serious limitation [8,l7].

2.24 Ion—beam sputtering

The diode, triode and r.f. sputtering techniques
are all ineffective below 10-3 torr, because cm? the scarcity
of ions. By producing ions im1ea high pressure chamber, and
then extracting them into a differentially pumped vacuum chamber

through suitable apertures and focusing ‘the beam using suit—
able electron or ion optics, a beam of ions can be obtained
for sputtering imu vacuum. This arrangement is luunni as duo
plasmatron. Ion sources capable of yielding a current of
flv5OO nm.enui a beam size of fo l cm2 have been developed by

Chopra and Randlett [27]. Using this, metal semiconductor
or insulator targets can be sputtered.
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2.25 Reactive sputtering

The high chemical reactivity of the atomic form of
stable diatomic gases can be use-:1 advantageously to produce
thin film carbides, nitrides, oxides, hydrides and sulphides.
This is achieved by introducing a mixture of the inert sputter
ing gas and a small quantity of reactant in gas form in the
glow discharge or r.f. sputtering system. R.F.plasma can
be used txa promote ea reaction for example, between SiH4 and
H20 vapours to deposit silicon and between Sil-I4 and NH3 to4

I

form durable and insulating Si3N3 films [28]. The major problem
associated with the reactive sputtering is the difficulty
in controlling time stoichiometry cflf the products. However,
the method is very promising for producing dielectric films.

2.30 Chemical methods

Eventhcugh evaporation amui sputtering aux; preferred
for thin film preparation, chemical methods are also used
for certain applications because they offer cheaper methods.
An example is time large scale productbmi of solar cells for

terrestrial applications, where chemical spray, chemical dip
ping etc., area widely used. Also, in certain cases, best
films are obtained by chemical methods such as the spray
pyrolysis for the preparation of transparent conducting indium
tin oxide films. All chemical methods depend upon a definite
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chemical reaction for time formatbmi of the film. It can be
due to ani electrical separation cm? ions or thermal effects.
Depending Lqxni this, chemical methods anus broadly classified
into electro deposition and chemical vapour deposition. Ele
ctrolytic deposition, electroless deposition and anodic oxida
tion come under the former while pyrolysis, hydrogen reduction
and polymerization are the main methods which come under the
latter. Each of these methods are discussed briefly below
[8,l7,23].

2.31 Electrolytic deposition

According to the laws of electrolysis, the weight
of the material deposited is proportional to the amount of
electricity passed. The metallic ions in the electrolyte
migrate towards the cathode under the influence of the applied
electric field. The cation crosses the double layer, loses
~part <nf its water" of hydration, and, then becomes adsorbed
on the metal surface as an adion. The adion which corresponds

to the adatom in vapour deposition diffuses over the surface,
loses the rest cflf its water of hydration and is finally in
corporated as emu ion imnxa the metal lattice. The structure
that is obtained can vary from single crystals, crystalline
aggregates unoriented deposits of ‘very ifimma grain size and
disordered structures. Single crystal films 1grown tnr this
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method are found to be highly perfect upto 1000 A. The films
are continuous even at a thickness of 50 i.

2.32 Electroless deposition

Electrolytic action may be achieved by ea chemical
reduction process without the use <of ani external potential
source. This technique :hs known as ‘electroless deposition‘
[24]. This method can be used to deposit Ni, Co and Pb films
by reducthmi of their chlorides by sodium hypophosphite. For
non—metallic surfaces it may be necessary to use a sensitizer
[8]. The rate of film growth is dependent on the reaction
temperature and is difficult to control.

2.33 Anodic oxidation

A large number of metals called ‘valve metals‘ tend
to form very thin oxide films when exposed to oxygen. But

by anodic polarization of these metals in a suitable aqueous
solution, a high resistance film can be grown. The anodization
process involves the migration of ions cnf oxygeny metal. or
both through existing oxide film. Growth rate <nf an anodic
filnl depends <x1 the current density and tine temperature <of
the electrolyte. If the current is kept constant the growth
increases linearly with time. The maximum value of thickness
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depends cw: the anodization voltage, the electrolyte and its
temperature» The anodic films are <generally amorphous and
under .certain conditions crystalline films are ‘also ;flormed.
The application of the method comes in the production of ultra
thin and thick oxide films for tunnel devices, capacitors
and protective layers. A disadvantage of anodization 1; aqgégus
solutions is the incorporation of water and OH ions into the
films producing adverse effects on their dielectric properties
[25].

2.34 Chemical spray method

Photoconducting and electroluminescent films of
II—VI compounds cxni be prepared kqr a chemical spray method.

Reagents such as thiourea, selenourea and thioacetamide inte
ract with salt solutions of heavy metals and form precipitates

of II—VI compounds when heated. Films upto 20 PRU can be pre
pared by this method.

2.35 Chemical vapour deposition (CVD)

In this method a volatile compound of a substance
is vapourized and the vapour is thermally decomposed or reacted

with other gases, vapours or liquids at the substrate to yield
a non-volatile reaction product. This product deposits atomi—
stical1y' on the substrate [8,23]. CVD is ea versatile and
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flexible technique anni can tn; employed ix) produce films of
pure metals, semiconductors anui insulators. Single crystal
metal oxides can also be prepared by this method. The appli
cation of a transverse electric field to the substrates during
deposition will increase the growth rate of substances like
silicon, germanium and gallium arsenide.

2.36 Pyrolysis

The thermal decomposition of a compound to yield
a deposit <xE the stable residue is called pyrolysis [17].

Pyrolysis of silane (SiH4) and germane (GeH4) is employed
to produce epitaxiallayers cflf silicon and germanium. Silane
at a pressure of 8 torr decomposes completely at about 777°C.
The silicon deposit can be grown epitaxially on single crystal
silicon wafers. The reaction ll; very slow below 800°C [26].

Films of SiO2 can be prepared by passing an inert carrier
gas carrying vapour from the silicates over a heated substrate.

Deposition of A1203 films have been obtained by pyrolysis
of aluminium triethoxide in vacuo at 550°C [17].

2.40 Sample preparation followed in the present work

Thin films (Hf amorphous silicon of thickness ranging
from 250 [A to 1500 .11 were prepared in a conventional vacuum

coating unit. The system was pumped down to N 10-5 torr
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using a 6" diffusion pump backed by a 500 l/min. rotary pump.
Tungsten basket was used as the evaporation source. It was
made from multistranded tungsten wire of diameter 0.5 mm.
Prior to silicon evaporation, the basket was fired in vacuum
at a temperature greater than the melting point of silicon
several times. The silicon used for evaporation was 9€-3.999%

pure polycrystalline granules supplied by Balzers.

Optically flat glass slides of dimension 2.5x7.5 cm
were used as the substrates [supplied by Blue Star Co.].
They were first cleaned using a soap solution and were then
immersed in potassium dichromate solution for one hour. Sub
sequently the plates were cleaned using distilled water and
subjected to ultrasonic cleaning. After these steps, the
slides were dried slowly without any water mark and were loaded

in the vacuum chamber. The chamber is pumped and when the
pressure reaches ~ 10-2 torr the slides are subjected to ion
bombardment (IB) cleaning for 15 to 30 minutes by applying
a voltage of ~ 1 KV to the aluminium electrodes of the IB
cleaning set-up. After this the chamber is pumped down to
~lO—5 torr and silicon taken in the tungsten basket is eva
porated. It was found that a single basket can be used only
for three or four coatings after which blisters appeared on
the baskets, probably due to the silicon-tungsten reaction,
and eventually they broke.
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The shape and size of the silicon films were defined
by means of suitable masks made using mica. For electrical
measurements films of 2.5xl.5 cm area were prepared. Over
this aluminium or silver electrodes were deposited in the
planar structure with ea gap between the electrodes. For di
electric studies, films were sandwiched between the electrodes.
For' MOSFET fabrication the iarea of time filn1 was chosen to
be 1 cm2.

There was a substrate heater mounted inside the vacuum

Chamber using vfidxfli the substrate temperature during deposi
tion could be varied. Films were prepared at substrate tempe—
ratures varying from 300K to 573K. The structure of the device
is as shown in Figure 2.40.

2.41 Hydrogenation of a—Si films

For hydrogenation, the as—deposited amorphous silicon

films were transferred to another chamber. The hydrogenation
set—up iii shown schematically lll Figure 2.41. It consists
of a 40 cm long glass tube with a diameter of 6 cm. One end
of the tube inns a demountable vacuum joint. The other end
is connected to a 6" diffusion pump backed by a rotary pump,
through a tun) way valve. The chamber could tn; evacuated to
lO-5 torr. Pure hydrogen was prepared in a Kipp's apparatus
using dilute HCl anni Zn granules. The hydrogen was collected
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in a three litre bottle by the downward displacement of water.
A part of the hydrogen thus prepared was passed through a

U—tube containing CaCl2 for removing water vapour and another
U-tube containing Iflfli pellets for removing acid vapours. The
dry hydrogen is finally collected in a two litre round bottomed
flask. From the flask it could be introduced into the hydro
genation chamber' through. the zneedle ‘valve. The "temperature
of the chamber could be varied using a heating tape wound
over it. A chromel—alumel thermocouple was used txn measure
the temperature inside the chamber. A plasma could be gene
rated inside the chamber by applying r.f. (35W at 4.5 M!-Iz)
frmn a generator through two capacitively coupled electrodes.
The electrodes consist of tuna l" strips cflf aluminium foils
wound at the two ends of the chamber at a distance of 25 cm.

The sequence of hydrogenation is as follows:—

l. Substrates coated with a—Si films are placed at the centre
of the glass chamber.

2. The thermocouple- is made to touch ea glass slide placed
adjacent to the a—Si film.

3. The glass chamber is made vacuum tight by closing the open
end using the metal lid in which an O-ring is properly
placed.
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The chamber is then pumped down to 10-5 torr using the
6" diffusion pump backed by a 500 l/min. rotary pump.

The baffle valve cflf the diffusion gnmm> is closed and the
chamber is flushed with dry hydrogen by opening the needle
valve.

After one or two minutes the needle valve is closed and
qu

the system is again pumped down to 10 5 torr.

Flushing of the chamber with dry hydrogen is repeated three
times to ensure the absence of oxygen in the chamber.

After the third flushing the chamber is again pumped down
to lO_5 torr.

When. the pressure inside tfiua chamber is IIJE5 torr, the
needle valve is slowly opened and hydrogen is admitted
into the chamber so that the pressure inside the chamber
reaches a pre—determined value.

By adjusting the rate of introduction of hydrogen and the
pumping rate a steady state is maintained in the chamber.

By switching on time heater" the temperature (M3 the a—Si
film is rised to the desired value.

when the temperature has reached the desired value the
r.f. generator is switched on and a hydrogen plasma is
generated in the chamber.
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13. The a—Si ifilmi is annealed ix: this high temperature plasma
for a desired duration of time.

14. After annealing, the heater is switched off and the plasma
is maintained till the temperature falls below 373K.

15. When the chamber reaches the room temperature the a-Si:H
films are taken out, given proper electrodes and subjected
to measurements.

Films were annealed in hydrogen plasma. at "various
hydrogen pressures, temperatures and duration. No visible
changes were observed in the hydrogenated films.

2.50 Measurement set—up

2.51 Thickness measurement

For measuring the thickness of the films Tolanky's
interference method was used.

when two reflecting surfaces are brought into close
proximity interference fringes are produced, the measurement
of which makes possible a idirect determination of the film
thickness. These fringes are known as Fizeau fringes of equal
thickness and are obtained in an optical apparatus shown in
Figure 2.50» It consists of two slightly inclined optical
flats, one of them supporting the film. The film forms a sharp
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step on the substrate. when the second optical flat is brought
in contact with film surface and the interferometer is illumi
nated vfiikm a parallel monochromatic beam en: normal incidence

and viewed with ea low power microscope, dark fringes can be
observed, which trace (Mn: points cflf equal air—gap thickness.
By adjusting the relative positions of the flats to form a
wedge shaped air gap, the fringes can be made to run in straight
lines perpendicular to the step on the opaque film. The fringes
show a displacement as they pass over the film step—edge. By
measuring the fringe shift and fringe spacing (distance between
two adjacent fringes) the thickness of the film (t) can be
calculated using the equation

1; = Fri“geSh.ifE X -L (2.10)Fringe spacing 2

where A is the wavelength of the monochromatic light used
[S4605 in the present case].

2.52 Electrical measurements

Since all the current measurements were done in the

vdery low range ( ~/ lO_8 to lO_lO A), there was disturbance
from external electrical noises. Eventhough the room was well
dehumidified, problems of humidity persisted 1M1 the current
nmasurements. These external electrical pick—ups and varying
humidity in the laboratory affected the reproducibility of
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the lneasurements. ‘These problems ‘were rninimized tn; holding
the films inside ea metal chamber (Figure 2.5l¥. The chamber
was well grounded and could be evacuated to 19-2 torr so that
it acted as ea shield txn the electrical pick—ups enui ambient
humidity. The chamber kmui a metal cylindrical body of height
30 cm1 and diameter 1O cmu Four glass windows were provided
at 90° tx: each other for pmotoconductivity measurements. It
also had a pmmping port, which could be connected to a rotary
pump. One of the ports was used as a special threaded coupler
to hold a pirani vacuum gauge head, so that the pressure inside
the cell could be monitored. The top of the cell was closed
vacuum tight using a circular metal plate, from which a liquid
nitrogen cooled cold finger was introduced into the cell. At
the end of the cold finger a film holder was connected by weld
ing. This holder was provided with a heater (.~ 40W) in order
to vary the temperature of the film for measurement purposes.
All insulations of the holder were made from teflon. The heater

couhfl go upto ~,200°C. An iron—constantan thermocouple was
used to measure the temperature. The electrodes of the holder
were copper blocks mounted cnz teflon strips. The holder was
provided with three separate electrodes in order to investigate
three terminal devices like a field effect transistor. The
electrical connections were txflunm out through BNCs. Shielded
cables were used outside the metal cell, to make connections
to d.c. power supply and electrometer.
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Fig.2.51

Schematic diagram of the metal chamber used for
conductivity measurements _
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A steady d.c. power supply (2—-24V) was used as the
voltage source. For measurements below 2V another stable low
voltage power supply was used. The current through the film
was 1neasured using an electrometer' amplifier (Model Emi 815,
ECIL). The electrical circuit for conductivity measurements
is shown ill Figure 2.52. For electrical conductivity measure
ments the electrodes were deposited zhi the- planar structure
with a gap in between them. The d.c. voltage was applied
across the film. The voltage was measured using a high impedance
digital voltmeter. The electrometer was connected imm series
with the power supply and the film. For dielectric measurements
the films were sandwiched between the electrodes with definite
electrode crossover areas.

The details of the electrical and dielectric measure
ments, are discussed in detail in the respective chapters.
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Chapter 3

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION IN AMORPHOUS SILICON AND

HYDROGENATED AMORPHOUS SILICON

Abstract

The d.c. and a.c. electrical properties of hydro
genated and unhydrogenated amorphous silicon (a—Si:H and
a-Si) films are studied. The effects of annealing tempera
ture, annealing time, substrate temperature and ‘thickness
on the d.c. electrical properties of a—-Si films and the
role of hydrogenation temperature and hydrogen partial pre—
ssure in determining the d.c. electrical properties of
a—Si:H films are investigated in detail. It is found that
intrinsic films."with conductivity 6:3“: Q 14xlO_8 ;L_lcm_l
and activation energy Ea = 0.76 ev are obtained at a hydro—
genation temperature of 573K and a hydrogen partial pressure
of 0.05 torrp The a.c. conduction studies included the
frequency and temperature dependence of conductivity in
the range 11) kHz to ll MHz and 300K txa 398K respectively.
Ggzc is found to vary with frequency (O ) as(5l'4 to (§l'67.
The effect of various gas ambients like C02, NH3. H20 etc.
(N1 the d.c. conduction were investigated for these films.
In the case of a-Si films exposure to C02 caused a decrease
in G'd.c. while exposure to NH3 and H20 vapour caused an
increase. But in the case of a—Si:H films exposure to C02
caused emu initial decrease followed by ea gradual increase
in Q”d C while exposure to NH3 and H20 vapour caused an
initial increase followed by a decrease. Suitable explana
tions are attempted for this behaviour.
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3.00 Introduction

Study <nf the transport properties is <mn2 of the
important ways of characterizing a semiconductor film. In
this chapter ea detailed analysis of time d.c. and a.c. ele~
ctrical conduction in hydrogenated and unhydrogenated amorphous

silicon films prepared knr vacuum evaporation 1h; given. The
variation of conductivity with temperature is studied for
all films and the activation energy' is calculated. in ‘each
case. The dependence of the conductivity and activation energy
mi fihn thickness, substrate temperature, annealing tempera
ture and annealing time is studied for unhydrogenated samples.
The effects of hydrogen annealing temperature, hydrogen
annealing time and hydrogen partial pressure in the hydroge
nation chamber are studied for the hydrogenated samples.
Investigations are also carried out on time d.c. conduction
in the hydrogenated and unhydrogenated films. A.C. conduction
studies im1 favourable circumstances cxni be used txn calculate

density of defect states at the Fermi level [l—3]. The effect
cfif certain gases adsorbed. by the films, cn1 its electrical
conduction is presented subsequently. These investigations
yield informations like the conductivity type (whether n-type
or p—type) and the band bending at the surface of the film [4].
The present studies would form the starting point to a nmme
systematic study cn1 the feasibility of gas sensing thin film
devices using amorphous silicon.
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3.10 D.C.electrical conduction

3.11 Theory of d.c. electrical conduction in amorphous semi~
conductors

From Davis and Mott model for the density of states
in a noncrystalline system [5], we know that there is a fairly
narnmu ( < 0.1 ev) knnui of localized states exist near the
middle of tine mobiliby gap which effectively pins the Fermi
level. So, electrical conductitn1 is extrinsic rather than
intrinsic. According to this model for the density of states
and mobilities, three mechanisms of electrical conduction
are identified i11 an amorphous semiconductor [5]. They are
briefly discussed below.

(a) Conduction due to carriers excited beyond the mobi
lity shoulders into extended states. For an n—type material
the conductivity' €'is given by

6" = C-To exp -(BC-BF)/kT (3.10)

where EC is the mobility edge at the conduction band, EIF the
Fermi level, k Boltzmann constant and T the absolute tempera—
ture.

The pre—exponential factor G?) lies between 100
and 500.Iflcm—l in most materials.
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(b) Conduction due to carriers excited into the local
ized states at the band edges. This is called hopping condu
ction. For an n—type material the conductivity is given by

G“ = Gi exp -(EA-EIF + Awll/kT (3.11)

where EA is the energy at the edge of the conduction band
tail and Awi is the activation energy for hopping. 6'1 is
expected to be less than (TO by a factor of 102 to 104. This
is mainly due to the lower mobility of the carriers in the
localized states and partly Chue to the low effective density
of states in these levels.

(c) Conduction due txn carriers hopping cnr tunnelling
between localized states near the Fermi energy. The process
is analogous to the impurity conduction in heavily doped semi
conductors. Conductivity in this case, can be written as

6' = 6'2 exp (—AW2/kT) (3.12)

where 6'2 s 5‘l and AW2 is the hopping energy. AW2 is of
the order of half the width of the band at the mid gap which
pins the Fermi level. It will be considerably less than half

of the band gap. As the temperature is lowered AW2 will
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-1,drop and finally ln.F' behaves like A-BT 4 [7]. Usually this
type of conduction will be dominant at very low temperatures
[5].

It may be noted that if the room temperature condu
ction is mainly due to type (a), then the range of the local

ized states must be less than kT 1n( G}/'51) which is s=O.2 ev
[5]. The total conductivity of all processes is given by
the integral over all available energy states. Thus for states

Q.

above BF we have,

6_= e §N(E)/1(E)f(E)dE (3.13)
where f(E) is time Boltzmann distribution function, N(E) is

the density of states and /1(E) is the mobility of the
carriers. At ea particular temperature any one <nf the three
mechanisms discussed above will dominate the conduction

process.

3.12 D.C.conduction in a typical unhydrogenated amorphous
silicon film

The <i¢:. conduction studies jJ1 a typical unhydro
genated amorphous silicon are presented. The dark d.c. condu
ctivity, activation energy for conduction, pre-exponential
factor and the temperature coefficient of resistance are
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calculated ;fnmn experimental data. ‘A detailed discussion
of the results is also presented.

(a) Fabrication of metal-a-Si-metal structures

Thin films of unhydrogenated amorphous _silicon
of thickness 834 3. and area 2.5xl.5 cm were prepared on
optically flat and thoroughly cleaned glass plates as des
cribed in Chapter 2. Films were brown in colour and were
fairly transparent. The adhesion of the films to the glass
substrates was excellent. These films were annealed in
a vacuum of ~elO_5 torr at 373K for 30 minutes and allowed

to cool tx> room temperature slowly before taking measure
ments. Silver or aluminium electrodes (»~lOOO A) were then

deposited over the amorphous silicon films in another
chambery in the planar structure. Electrodes usually' had
a width of l <xn or 0.5 cm and had a separation of 0.5 cm
or 0.3 cm between them as shown in Figure 2.40%. The area
and shape of time a-Si and metal films were defined using
mica masks. The films were then mounted inside the measur

ing chamber, pumped down to -110 2 torr and were subjected
to the various measurements.

(b) Current-voltage characteristics of Ag-a-Si-Ag planar
structure

The current-voltage characteristics of ea
Ag-a-Si-Ag structure was carried out. This study was mainly
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intended to establish the ohmic nature of amorphous silicon
silver contacts. So many materials like"W@Ybd@num {8,9],

aluminium [lO-12], nickel—chromium [13,14] and gold [15]
were used as ohmic contacts to hydrogenated amorphous sili
con. For the present investigation Al and Ag were used
for ohmic contacts. As a first step a study was made on
silver—amorphous silicon contacts to establish its ohmic
character.

The current-voltage characteristics of the annealed
films were investigated by applying a d.c. voltage across
the film and measuring the current through it, as described
in Chapter 2. The voltage was varied from 0.2 V/cm to
50 V/cm. Measurements were carried out at room temperature
(F126 C).

(c) Dependence of electrical conductivity on the temperature

To find out the temperature dependence of the
conductivity, current through the film was measured at
different temperatures by applying a constant voltage.
For" this the» film ‘was ‘kept an: different temperatures in
the range from 300K to 423K. The temperature was monitored

using EH1 iron-constantan thermocouple. Measurements were

taken at intervals of 5K. The temperature was kept steady
for 5 rninutes before applying the voltage. The voltage
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applied was 40 V/cm. Two to three minutes after the appli
cation of the voltage, current was measured. Then the
voltage was switched off and the temperature of the film
was raised to another value and the experiment repeated.

All the current-voltage measurements were carried
out with electrodes in the planar structure as shown in
Figure 3.10. The sandwich configuration often showed diode
and carrier-injection properties [16]. Moreover, ha the
sandwich structure, since the distance between the two
electrodes is very small, there is a chance for the film
to exhibit electrical switching properties [17].

(d) Results and discussion

From the current-voltage measurement at room
temperature (Figure 3.11), it is found that, the silver
amorphous silicon contact is ohmic zhi the ‘voltage "range
0.8 V/cm to 50 V/cm. The slope of the region BC in figure
3.11 is 0.97 which demonstrates a good ohmic contact.

Three sets of current~voltage measurements were
carried out at room temperatureu The average’ value of
the electrical conductivity (T = 6.l5xlO_'6 _n_~lcm_l. The
temperature dependence of 5" is shown in Figure 3.12 in
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which ln(>_ is plotted against 103/T in the temperature
range 300K to 423K. Two distinct slopes are observed.
The activation energy is 0.33 eV below 35lK and 0.63 eV

above this temperature. The pre-exponential factor 5-0
is found to be 195 at higher temperatures which indicates
that the dominant conduction is through extended states
[5] at elevated temperatures. The ratio of the localized

state conductivity to extended state conductivity /8 can
also be estimated from this plot. The high temperature
part of the ln G‘ vs 103/T curve is extended to room tempera
ture. The ratio of conductivity measured at room tempera

ture to the value at the projected point gives /Q at room
temperature [12] as 5.75. This establishes that at room
temperature the conduction through localized states is
dominant.

In Figure 3.13 the resistance R of the film is
plotted against the absolute temperature ‘I’. As the tempe
rature increases from 3OOK to 418K the resistance of the

film decreases by three orders of magnitude. Temperature
coefficient of resistance (TCR) calculated at various
temperatures is plotted in Figure 3.14. Figure shows that
TCR also decreases as the temperature increases.



3.13 Effect of annealing temperature on Al—a—Si~Al planar
structures

Since aluminium is already reported as a very
gmui ohmic contact ix) hydrogenated amorphous silicon
[lO—l2], it is used here as the ohmic contact for the
‘investigations on the amorphous silicon and hydrogenated
amorphous silicon thin films. T%Urs has also helped in
identifying the influence of hydrogenation (by r.f. plasma
annealing) on time electrical properties cu? the amorphous
silicon. The experimental details- and results are dis
cussed below.

(a) Experimental

Films <of amorphous silicon xwhfli thickness 510 3
were prepared as described in Chapter 2. These films were
then annealed, at temperatures 383K, 423K, 474K enui 523K
for 30 minutes at ,~ 10-5 torrq Over these annealed films
aluminium electrodes were deposited in the planar structure
by vacuum evaporation. The breadth cnf the electrodes was
0.5 cm while the separation between them 0.3 cm. The films
were mounted inside the measurement cell and were subjected

to current-voltage lmeasurements at <different temperatures
ranging from room temperature to 378K. The dependence
of electrical conductivity cum temperatures was determined
for each film by applying four biasing voltages (5,lO,l5
and 20V). The results are discussed below.
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(b) Results and discussion

(1) Films annealed at 383K

The current—voltage characteristics of the film
annealed at 383K and measured at different temperatures
are shown iml Figure 3.15. The slope cnf the curve is IL
or very nearly l at all the temperatures. This means that
Al-a—Si contact is ohmic in the temperature range at which
measurements are carried out. The room temperature condu
ctivity lji E‘: l.5xlO;711:lcm_l. The temperature depend—
ence of the conductivity is given in Figure 3.16. Measure
ments are taken with applied ‘voltages of 55, lib 15 and
20V. For each applied bias there is only a single slope
for the ln G“ vs 103/T plot. The corresponding activation

energy Ea is calculated in each case and there is only
a very small difference :hi the value cflf Ea between the
different plots. Since the conductivity is singly activated

in the temperature range studied fl = l.

Resistance E1 is plotted against absolute tempera
ture in Figure 3.17. TCR. is calculated for different
temperatures and is also plotted against temperature in
the same figure.

(2) Films annealed at 423K

Current-voltage characteristics is given in Figure
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3.18. The slope is l at all temperatures at which measure
ments were carried out indicating ohmic conduction. In
Figure 3.19 ln W’ vs 103/T 3M3 given for this film. Unlike
in the previous case, here two distinct slopes are observed
instead of one. From room temperature to 328K the acti
vation energy is 1.3l eV and above this temperature it

is 0.99 ev. £5 was found to be 0.37.

Resistance and TCR vs Temperature curves are given

in Figure 3.20.

(3) Films annealed at 474K

The current-voltage characteristics and ln 6' vs
103/T curves are given in Figures 3.21 and 3.22 respectively

As in the earlier cases the contact is ohmic at all tempera
tures. In Figure 3.22 the curves have two slopes as in
the case of films annealed at 423K. The activation energies

deduced from these slopes are El = 1.29 eV below 328K and
E2 = 1.02 eV above this. p is equal to 0.45. Resistance
and TCR vs Temperature curves are given in Figure 3.23.

(4) Films annealed at 523K

Films annealed en: 523K showed pmbperties similar
to that <16 films annealed at 383Kg The contact is ohmic
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at all lneasurement ‘temperatures enui ln E‘ "vs 103/I‘ curve
exhibited only one slope showing a singly activated extended
state conduction mechanism. The respective curves are
given in Figures 3.24, 3.25 and 3.26.

The important observations are summarized in Table

3.10. From this table we see that as the annealing tempe—
rature was increased, the conductivity decreased. It is
well known that evaporated thin films contain a lot of
structural defects. Some of these defects can be annealed
out by heat treatment. In general this will lead to a
decrease iJ1 fihn resistivity. However, ix: certain cases
heat treatment may lead tn) an increase in resistivity due
to oxidation cm: agglomeration. Since in the present case,
the films were annealed at .,lO-5 torr agglomeration seems
to be the more probable reason for the increase in the
resistivity than oxidation.

Another important observation is the appearance
of two activation energies for films annealed at 423 and
473K. Here we observe a higher activation energy at lower
measurement temperature. The existence of two activation
energies was dealt with at length by Beyer et al. in the
analysis of the transport properties of the glow discharge
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(5' 1 6'0, Earp and TCR for films annealed at temperatures
383K: 423K! 473K and 523K

Annealin
tempera
ture (K)

9

flxulcmfll) Lnflcm_l
G’ Q; Ea (ev) B TCR-1 -I

(filo K)

383

423

473

523

1.5x1o'7 6.8xlO8

-8 7l.6xlO l.69xlO

-8 7l.6xlO 4.l3XlO

-8 64.4xlO 2.59XlO

l.O8

1.31
(High T)

0.99
(Low T)

1.29
(High T)

l.O2
(Low T)

0.95

1 —6.5(323K)
-8.0(328)
-11.0(333K)

—l7.5(323K)

—7.5(328K)

-7.5(333K)

-2.2(323K)

—ll.O(328K)

—8.6(333K)

-9.5(323K)
-9.0(328K)
—9.0(333K)
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produced a—Si:H alloys [l9]. They' have‘ discussed about
ln G’ vs 103/T curves in which two activation energies are
observed. Higher activation energies at lower temperatures
are observed by them also with moderately Li doped a—Si:H
films. But for highly doped films they got more conventional
ln G’ xna 103/T curves in vdnhfli a higher activation energy
occurred at lnigher temperatures. According to these
researchers both the cases discussed above are due to the
same mechanism namely the change in the statistical shift
of time Fermi level and/or tfiua band gap. This was first
suggested by Rehm et al. in 1977 [20]. Beyer et al. have
substantiated their argument by suggesting a transport
model which assumes that the temperature dependence of
the states responsible for electrical transport can be
described by a rigid shift of the density of these states.
Such a situation can arise for example, for polarons of
different spatial sizes and thus with different coupling
constants to lattice vibrations.

However in the analysis of the transport data
of r.f. sputtered n-type a—Si:H films, Anderson et al.
have discussed the same problem by assuming a two-transport

level model [21]. This model was used by LRM1 et al. in
1979 to describe the behaviour of As doped a—Si:H and by
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Jang em: al. imi 1980 for Iii doped a-Si. In this model the

explanation :flm: the occurrence cnf two activation energies
is that it marks a transition from one mechanism to another.

According to them the total conductivity 6' can be writtot
ten as

gtot Z (Tl + G}

The adjustable parameters in fitting the experi

mental data are Ebl, G62, E2 1 and E 2. By assuming
suitable values for these parameters they claim that this
model is adequate to explain the greater part of the experi
mental data although the fit in the region of the transi—
tion from one path to the other is not exact.

In the present case the two—transport model seems
to be suitable to explain the observations. From Table

3.lO we observe that lp== l for films annealed at 383K and
523K. This can occur in two cases: either when the contri—
bution to the conduction from localized states and extended

states is equal or when one mechanism (most probably the
extended state conduction) completely takes over the condu
ction in the entire temperature range studied. Hence we
can say that annealing at 383K results in an equally strong
localized state conduction enmi extended state conduction.
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But due to annealing at still higher temperatures the
extended state conduction began tun dominate as is evident

fnmn the fi value ( < 1) en; these temperatures. Finally
due to annealing at 523K the extended state conduction
becomes completely dominant and a single activation energy
is observed. Under such a circumstance it is not possible

to define fi . The decrease in the localized state conduct
ion is a direct manifestation of the decrease in the density
of localized states due to annealing out of defects.

3.14 Effect of annealing time on the electrical conduction
in a—Si films

Annealing time is an important parameter in decid
Mn; the properties of ea thin film. In this section the
effect of annealing time on the electrical conduction in
amorphous silicon films of thickness 930 A is reported.

(a) Experimental

Eight films of same thickness (930 A) were prepared

in a single pump down, as discussed earlier. The area
of the films was l cmg. .After deposition, the films were
divided into four pairs and. annealed separately' at .383K
for different durations of time, under a vacuum of .~ lO*5
torr. First pair was annealed for 30 Hdnutes second for
60 minutes third for 90 minutes and the fourth 120 minutes.
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Each of these films was then subjected to current-voltage
measurements at different temperatures.

(b) Results and discussion

The current-voltage characteristics <yf the films
annealed for various intervals are presented in Figure
3.27. As before the contacts remain ohmic in all the cases.

The ln G“ vs lO3/T curves are presented in Figures 3.28
and 3.29. Each curve has inn: portions with well defined
slopes and ea third irregular part above 376K. As the
annealing time 1&5 increased from ZN) to 120 ndnutes, the
temperature; at which the slope suddenly increases. shifts
to lower values (350 to 333K). In Figure 3.30 the conducti
vities are plotted against annealing time. The conductivity
after an initial rise has fallen steadily with increase
of annealing time. The dependence of the activation energies
(N1 annealing ltime li5 presented ill Figure 3.31. ffiua acti
vation energies for temperatures below 328K exhibited only
small differences among themselves while those above 328K
varied widely vdifii the annealing time.

The shift, of time point at which the slope of
the ]J1€' vs 103/T curve suddenly changes to lower values,
(Figures 3.28 and 3.29) means that as the annealing time
increases from 3O minutes to 120 minutes, the transition
fnmn the localized state conduction txn the extended state
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conduction occurs at lower and lower temperatures. A some
what similar phenomenon. can be traced out from time lnG‘

vs 103/T curve of a-Si:H films annealed at different temp
eratures, reported tqr Dellafera en: al. [9]. Here as the
annealing temperature was increased from 378K to 613K the
turning point in the curve shifted from 400K in: 345K.
The conductivity also decreases considerably due to increased
annealing temperature in this case. Hence there is a general
resemblance between the results of the gradually increasing
annealing temperature and increasing annealing time. So
this similarity in the results can be due to the same
changes occurring in the films namely the annealing out
of defects and the corresponding decrease in the localized
state density. The behaviour of the low temperature acti
vation energy shows that there is a strong band of trap
levels between the conduction band and Fermi level whose

position does not change much with time of annealing. The
variation in the high temperature activation energy can
be due to different annealing times.

3.15 Effect of substrate temperature on the electrical
conduction in a—Si films

The substrate temperature is time most important
variable in time thin film nucleation, since small changes
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hi it result ixx large changes cnf the supersaturation. ‘The
effect of_zn1 increasing substrate temperature is tn) lower
the supersaturation, decrease the mean residence time of
an adsorbed monomer and increase the surface diffusion coeffi—

cient of adsorbed monomers. It is reported that there is
a critical condensation temperature above which the appear
ance of a condensed deposit cannot be observed. At certain
substrate temperatures transition from one critical nucleus
size to the next has been reported by many workers. Simi
larly onset of epitaxy might correspond to certain particular
substrate temperatures [18]. The elevated substrate tempera
ture in general supplies thermal energy for surface diffu
sion and ordering process at various stages of the growth
of a thin film. Amorphous silicon films ‘are -deposited at
different substrate temperatures and their electrical pro
perties are studied in detail.

(a) Experimental

Films were deposited onto glass substrates keeping
the substrates at temperatures of 323K, 423K, 523K and 623K.
Two films were prepared at each temperature. The average
value of the film thickness was 410 i. Thickness was con—

trolled by evaporating a known amount of pure silicon.
The films were not subjected to any annealing steps as it
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would mask the effect of substrate temperature on the film
properties. The ifilmms were transferred tun the measurement

cell immediately" after' the preparation and ‘were smflojected
to current-voltage measurements at various temperatures.

(b) Results and discussion

The I-V characteristics given in Figure 3.32 show
that the contact is ohmic for all the substrate temperatures.
The variation <xE the conductivity with temperature for the
four specimens is given in Figures 3.33 and 3.34. The depend
ence of the conductivity' on the substrate ‘temperature is
presented in Figure 3.35. It is quite evident from the
figure that ans the substrate temperature (Ts) is increased
from 323K to 423K the increase in the conductivity is negli

gible. But vfluni Ts is increased further the conductivity
increased rapidly and reached a value of G'= 2.3xlO-641:lcm_l

which is higher by two cmders of nmgnitude than the value

of G‘ at TS = 323K. The dependence of the activation energ
ies measured at room temperature and at 385K are presented
in Figures 3.36. If we take the conductivity at 385K we
can see that it is nearly a constant for all substrate tempe
ratures (F = l.8xl0_4 _Q__lcm_l). But we can show that a

decrease in Ea from 1.2 ell to 0.72 ell can cause a nearly
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Fig.3.35
Effect of substrate temperature
on the conductivity of a-Si films
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thirteen <order increase in iflue value cm? the conductivity,
if the pre—exponential factor remains a constant. Here
the conductivity at 385K assumes a constant value irrespect
ive of the decrease in the activation energy. This is due

to the corresponding decrease in G1). The same explanation
holds good for the change in the conductivity at room tempe
rature. Here also the activation energy decreases as the
substrate temperature increases, but the pre—exponential

factor G“O adjusts in such a way that the conductivity
increases as observed in Figure 3.35. Such an explanation
is given by Mott and Davis for the dependence of resistivity
of a glow discharge produced amorphous silicon film on depo

sition temperature [Ref.l8 page 295].

3.16 Thickness dependence of conductivity

As the thickness of a thin film is decreased,
the transport of the charge carriers becomes more and more
difficult due to size effects. This will show up in the
electrical resistance of the films. This effect may not
be a gradual one but can be a sharp step around certain
critical thickness. Such ea variation in tfiua conductivity
was reported earlier around 5000 A kn(.Ast et al. [5]. In
the present study it is found that the conductivity decreases
by two orders as the film thickness goes below ,»59O 5 and
is presented in Figure 3.37. The room temperature activation
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energies were calculated from 1116' vs 103/T curves given
in Figure 3.38 amui is plotted against thickness in Figure
3.39.

Just as in the case of Figure 3.37 where it was
foumd that the value of W‘ changes abruptly between 500 5
and 595 i, a sudden change in the room temperature activation
energy between 500 A and 595 E; is observed. Th1 a similar
study conducted by Ast et al. [5] in glow discharge pro
duced, phOSphOrUS doped a-Si:H films with thicknesses rang

ing from 0.099 pm to ~»4.imm it was found that the room
temperature activation energy decreases above a film thick
ness of 0.5 pm and assumes a value of 0.22 eV. For thick
nesses less than. 0.5 pm the activation energy increases
suddenly and reaches a value of 0.41 eV for a thickness
of 0.099 um. But in the present case the study was concerned
mone with thinner and undoped unhydrogenated samples. It
can be seen that in this case, the variation of the activa
tion energy is rmnfli higher‘ than the "reported "values. of
Ast et al. [i.e., 1.5 eV for 348 5 and 0.25 ev for 930 A].

3.17 Effect of hydrogenation temperature on the electrical
properties of hydrogenated amorphous silicon films

As discussed in Chapter 1, the post hydrogenation
of amorphous silicon has several advantages over the glow
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discharge method. In the present method of annealing a-Si
in a hydrogen plasma, the temperature of annealing is a
very critical parameter, as ii; can control the éfiffusionl
adsorption and residence time of the ionized gas molecules
on the film surface. So it was felt necessary to carry
out a detailed investigation on the effect of the temperature
of' hydrogen plasma annealing (N1 the electrical. properties
of the amorphous silicon films.

(a) Experimental

Eight films of amorphous silicon of the same thick
ness (437 id "were prepared ill-the same run. These films
were then hydrogenated by annealing them in hydrogen plasma
at different temperatures eas discussed jJ1 Chapter 2. The
temperatures used were 300K, 395K, 523K and 573K. Two films

were annealed. at -each temperature. The hydrogen partial
pressure was 0.05 torr» The hydrogenated films were imme
diately transferred to another coating unit for the deposi
tion of aluminium electrodes and were subjected to various
measurements.

(b) Results and discussion

The d.c. electrical conductivity was studied by
measuring the current—voltage characteristics from 16 V/cm
to 80 V/cm and is presented in Figure 3.40. From the
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ln G‘ vs lO3/T curve <given imi Figure: 3.41, the iflallowing
observations can be made.

1. F6 C decreases with increasing hydrogenation temperature.
(Figure 3'42)

2. The activation energy (Ea) and the pre-exponential factor
(6“O) increases with increasing hydrogenation temperature.

3. At ea temperature Tc [== 392K] add. films irrespective
-if their hydrogenation temperature exhibited ea constant

conductivity G'c = l.OlxlO_4J1f1cm_l.

Since Ea can be considered as {Ec—EF), the distance
of the Fermi level from the conduction band mobility edge
for extended state conduction [19], it can be seen from
Figure 3.42 tfinn: as the annealing temperature is increased
the Fermi level goes down in the mobility gap. It should
be noted that similar studies carried out on unhydrogenated
samples yielded activation energies ranging from 0.94 ev
to 1.3 eV in the high temperature region. So it has become

evident that due to annealing in hydrogen plasma, Ea decrea
sed and reached a ndnimum value of 0.35 eV for films sub

jected to hydrogen plasma at room temperature (300K) for
60 rninutes. This indicates ea successful incorporation <9f
hydrogen [ll]. Intrinsic conditions were obtained for these

films at an annealing temperature of 573K, with Ea = 0.76 eV

J
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6'= 4xlO_:Q .0.-_lcm_-1. These values are comparable to the
values reported for glow discharge produced films. At lower
temperatures there its a possibility of some hydrogen going
into the interstitial positions which itself can create
gap states. But at higher temperatures since the sticking
fime of hydrogen ions impinging upon the film surface will
be less, only those ions which get firmly bonded to the
unpaired silicon atoms <xn1 stay Jhi the fihn. This will
cause a considerable reduction in the gap states and lowering
of the conductivity.

The pre—exponentia1 factcm' G} ‘was found by extra—

polating the ln €'vs 103/T curve towards the y~axis. G6 was
also calculated using equation (3.10), by putting G‘ = (TC
and T = Tc. The calculated and extrapolated values were
found txn agree supporting iflua earlier observation <yf con

smant (Ye at Tc. This enabled us to verify the dependence
of (To on Ea (Figure 9'43). Similar behaviour (i.e., depend
ence of G1) on Ea) was reported earlier for glow discharge
produced a-Si:H films which was attributed to the statistical
temperature shift in the Fermi level [24,25].

3.18 Effect of hydrogen partial pressure

(a) Experimental
0

Thin films of a—Si of thickness 450 A were pre
pared as discussed earlier. These films were then hydrogenated
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by keeping the partial pressure of the hydrogen at 0.4 torr/
0.1 torr and 0.05 torr. PWNN1 the pressure was below 0.05
torr, the plasma became unstable. The annealing temperature
was 573K and time duration 60 minutes. After hydrogenation
the films were given aluminium electrodes in the planar
structure and were subjected to measurements.

(b) Results and discussion

The current-voltage characteristics of the films
are- presented in IFigure 3.44. In Figure 3.45 variation
of ln F with inverse temperature is given.

The minimum conductivity of 2.8xl0_8.JL_lcm_l was
obtained for films annealed at 0.4 torr. But in this case
it was found that the slope of the I-V curve is only 0.85.
In the case of films annealed at 0.l torr pressure the condu—
ctivity was l.02xl0_7 _n.._lcm_1 and the slope of the curve
(1.01) indicated a good ohmic contact. For films annealed
at 0.05 torr the conductivity was 6.8x 10-8 _fl.."lcm‘l and
the contact \fiM5 ohmic (slope == 1.04). Activation energies
were calculated from Figure 3.45. The highest value was
obtained for the films annealed at a pressure of 0.4 torr

(Ea = 1.2 eV) and the lowest value (Ea = 0.94 eV) for those
annealed at a pressure of 0.05 torr. It is already well
established by different researchers that due to successful
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hydrogenation the dark conductivity and the density of gap
states decrease [6] and the Fermi level moves towards the
conduction band and the activation energy lies near 0.7
to 0.8 e‘~.-" [11]. Considering all these we can say that a
hydrogen partial pressure of 0.05 torr in the chamber is
sufficient to successfully hydrogenate a—Si films.

3.20 A.C.conduction in a—Si and a—Si:H thin films

3.21 Introduction and theory

Frequency dependence of conductivity in disordered
solids has attracted so many researchers and a great amount
of work tuna been reported irl this direction. A variation
of G’ with frequency (Q5 ) is expected if the conductivity
of the material, is inhomogeneous <on ea macroscopic scale.
For example it has been reported that a material of bulk

conductivity Eu) contains barriers vdifi1 bulk conductivity
5'5 occupying a fraction ‘f‘ of the volume, an elementary
analysis shows that, for ¢§<§|6H}E;GB conductivity is pro
portional to 6'5 for (,5 > 5-O the conductivity is (5-O and
between these limits it increases as Q82.

Pollak [3] has observed that the a.c. conductivity

studies carried out on materials such as As2Se3 [26—3O]¢
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AS283 [27], As2Te3 [31], A1203 [32], cs2 [33], GeTe [34],
Ge [34] and V205 [35] reveal that,

l. The conductivity is. a nondecreasing function of
frequency' which indicates hopping conduction by electrons
or ions.

2. In all the materials there exist a range of fre
quency in which 6" (Q5 ) varies as the first power of frequency

or slightly less rapidly.

3. In certain materials there is a region in which
5"'( 4,8 ) varies as the second power of ¢6 and this appears
at the higher frequencies.

4. In certain materials at high frequencies 6‘ (gs )
varies very slowly with gs . Such ea slowly varying region
can occur also near OS = 0.

5. The temperature dependence of €'(<§ ) is more pro
nounced where €' varies as ¢§ than it is where G‘ varies as
Q2 and

6. The changeover' from linear" to quadratic regions
ofG"hS) Occur approximately at 106 Hz.
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Pollak has proposed a theory suitable for hopping
conduction in the pseudogap of amorphous semiconductors
and derived expressions applicable under various conditions.
It has been pointed out by Mott and Davis {6] that all the
three mechanisms that contribute to direct current in amor
phous semiconductors can contribute also to the a.c. condu
ctivity. Three mechanisms of a.c. conductivity as given
by Mott and Davis are given below.

(a) Transport by carriers in the extended states near
EC or EV. For this G'(gS) is given by the formula

Z

rr(uS) -.= (>“(o)/(1+c..5z'(‘) (3.14)

Since the relaxation time T is of the order of 10-15 S,
equation (3.14) is not really applicable for such small
values of 'P . Even when ‘Q is large, deviation from this
formula are expected if the density of states varies with
energy over a range of h/T .. So it can be said that upto
107 Hz no frequency dependence of the conductivity due to
carriers in the extended states is expected.

(b) Transport knr carriers excited into time localized
states at the band edges can be a possibility when the con
ductivity varies approximately as (5O'8. The temperature
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dependence of this component of the a.c. conductivity should
be the same as that for the part of d.c. conductivity involv—
ing excitation. to the band edges. For' the valence “band
it must vary as

exp —(EF—EB)/kT

where EB is the energy at the band edge.

(c) The third mechanism is the hopping by carriers
near the Fermi level. The frequency dependence will be
the same as that for process (b) but the temperature depend
ence will be proportional to T, if kT is small compared
to the width of the occupied part of the defect band and
independent of T otherwise. Accordingly G'(c§ ) is cbtained
by Austin and Mott [31] as

5-(U3) =%.TT@2|<T {N (Er)? 04-5<§{ln(1)Pb/u5)}4 (3.15)

Here N(E1F) is the density of states at the Fermi level and
ail is a measure of the spatial extension of the wave funct
ion ex 0-0CY') associated with localized states. V isP Pb
the phonon frequency.

In 1977 Elliott [18] pointed out certain defects
in the Austin—Mott theory and proposed a new theory of a.c.
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conductivity [1,2] for amorphous materials. His objections
to the Austin—Mott (AM) theory were the following.

l. According to the AM theory gé C is directly proportional
to temperature T, which is rarely observed in experiments.

2. The slope (s) of the a.c. conductivity vs frequency
plotted double logarithmically is not a constant but is depend
ent on the frequency of the applied field.

3. Taking a reasonable value of %h(,vlOl3 Hz) and choosing
:5,» 1045-1, slope (sfl is observed as CL81. Higher values
of as is obtained cxflqr by taking unreasonably large values
for 1) .

Pb

4. There is no explicit dependence of the slope on T.
But a temperature dependence can arise if the carrier forms

a polaron of binding energy WP. But then the theory predicts
a decrease ixl the slope as 1? is decreased, contrary to the
experimental observation where the slope decreases as T in—
creases.

5. Finally the density of states obtained by AM theory
yields values which are larger by several orders of magnitude
compared to that deduced by other means.
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According to Elliott's theory an electrical condu
ctivity having a frequency dependence ($3 where s < l can
occur due to the hopping of two electrons over a potential
barrier between defect sites, the height of the barrier being

u

correlated with the intersite separation. The hopping process
is explained as follows. Carriers are ejected from a D
site (Figure 3.46a) into one of the excited levels designated
as E ixm Figure 3.46(b). Assuming that ea two electron wave
function can exist within the potential spanning both centres,
the carriers may transfer to the neighbouring site without
recourse to tunnelling. The carriers ejected from the initial
D_ centre drop into time D+ centre, converting it txa a D_.

The energy WM, assumed to be constant here, is the energy
that would be required txa take tun) electrons from the 1D
state to the conduction band in the absence of a nearby D+
centre. The energy',A is the difference in energies between
two D- sites owing to randomness. The potential barrier
W over which carriers must hop is the random variable in
the problem. Variations in V0 arise from variations ix1 the
distance R separating the two centres.

The final expression for the a.c. conductivity
is given by

2 2 2 6 s
6" (05) = M T Be T (5 ,= (3.16)at 24_ _Ky%M TLP
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where N is the density of states at the Fermi level, K is
the dielectric constant, ea is the electronic charge, u§ is
the frequency of measurement and f3 = (l-s). WM, the thermal

_~energy required to remove two electrons from a D state,
is given by

WM = B - wl + W2 (3.17)
where B is the band gap energy of the material and W1 and
W2 are approximately the distortion energies associated with
the If) and If? states respectively. 1U: is assumed that no
distortion energy is associated with the D- state since it
does not bond with a lone pair orbital.

The slope s of the ln Fa C vs ln US plot is related
to /B , the power of the relaxation time T 1 in equationo

(3.16), by the relation

s = (1 -fl )

P is given by

5 = éfiWM (3.18)
where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute
temperature.
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Substituting this value of Ag in the equation for
s we get

s = 1 - 915-3 (3.19)
Wm

Equation (3.19) predicts that as T increases s
decreases as iii often found ixl experiments. The <density
of states calculated using this model for so many chalcogenides
agree well vdifii those derived tqr other methods. Eventhough
the theory is well suited for chalcogenide glasses there
arise certain serious problems when it is employed for other
amorphous semiconductors. These are given below.

l. As pointed out by Elliot himself the approximation
of the binding energy (WM) as the band gap energy is not
possible in the case of non-chalcogenide amorphous materials.
This is due to the reason that the top of the valence band
in chalcogenides ies derived from time lone—pair orbitals of
the chalcogen [37]. Hence significant rearrangements in
chemical bonding may take place within the glass and utiliz
hug the lone-pair orbitals, the chalcogen atoms cxui become
overcoordinated. It is these arrangements that can tn; res
ponsible for doubly occupied defect states. Such a bipolaron
formation could be expected to be much less prevalent in
tetrahedrally bonded materials, since run lone-pair orbitals
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exist in them. However, David Emin has suggested that form
ation of bipolarons is possible in the case of certain amor
phous semiconductors [40].

2. The slope s of the lntf vs ln(S is given by equation
(3.19). From this equation we can see that the maximum value

s can assume is only l cmmresponding to T == 0 or WM = Q; .
Hence jJ1 the practical cases :5 can assume ea maximum value
just below l.

3.22 Experimental

Amorphous silicon films of thickness 460, 500,
840 and 1312 3 were prepared on glass substrates pre—coated
with aluminium electrodes. These films were then subjected
to hydrogenation as described in Chapter 2. The hydrogen
partial pressure, hydrogenation time and temperature were
0.05 torr, 60 minutes and 573K respectively. The hydrogenated
films were taken cum; and counter aluminimm electrodes were

deposited ‘with an electrode overlapping' area <yf 0.88 cm2.
The a.c. conductivity of the films were studied using the
HP 4277 A LCZ bridge as a function of frequency in the range
10 kHz to l MHz and temperature in the range 300K to 398K.

3.23 Results and discussion

The frequency dependence of 5% C is given in Figures
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3.47A and 3.47B for different temperatures for two films
(t = 500 5. and 1312 1:). It can be seen from Figure 3.47A
that there are five well defined regions in the graph. The
lowest slope occurs from 10 kHz to 3O kHz. The slope in this
region varies from 1 to 1.14. From 30 kHz to 90 kHz the
slope varies from 1.42 to 1.67. Generally the slope decreased
as the measurement temperature was increased. The slope
of the curve is slightly higher above 90 kHz. This is the
third region. At 157 kHz-—well within time third ‘region-—
all the curves crossed each other. The maximum conductivity
was observed in the fourth region: i.e., from 300 kHz to
400 kHz. In iflxhs region, the cbnductivity remained almost
a constant as the frequency was increased and any further
increase caused the conductivity to decrease. In this region
at 636 ldhz the curves again crossed each other. The slope
in this region varied from 1.25 to 1.74. IN: is interesting

to note from Figure 3.48 in which ln (Fa C vs 103/T is plotted
that while in regions one and two the film has negative tempe
rature coefficient. of a.c. resistance, iml region three it
has positive temperature coefficient. .At a measurement fre

quency of 30 ldhz a 66.7% increase in @'a C was observed as
the measurement temperature varied from 300K ix: 423K. The
temperature dependence of the slope decreased as the measure
ment frequency was increased. Film 2 (t ==l3l2 .£) exhibited
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only one well defined part with a slope s = 1.27 at 300K,
in the frequency range 20 kHz to ~.ll5 kHz. Below and beyond
this range there nuns a levelling off of the cmrve as shown
in Figure 3.47B.

The important observations for film 1. can be
summarized as follows.

. 1.4 .1. At 300K (Ta C increases as (J in the frequency
1.67 .range lO kHz to 30 kHz and as (,5. in the range 30 kHz

to 90 kHz.

2. At 300 kHz (-Ta C was maximum and in the region
300-400 ldtz F; C remained ea constant with increase iJ1 the
frequency and then decreased as frequency was further incre
ased.

3. From 400 kHz to l MHz Kg C decreased with increase
in the frequency.

4. As the lneasurement temperature "was increased the
slope of the ln (Ta C vs ln LS curve decreased and in the
region 10-30 kHz the slope reached a value l at 373K.

5. As the measurement frequency was increased the
temperature dependence of the slope decreased.
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6. The temperature dependence of 5‘a C was Observed
to be (§'a.c<X Tl'4 {Figure 3.49).

From the foregoing observations and discussions
it becomes clear that neither Elliott's theory nor AM theory
can be used to explain the a.c. conduction behaviour of the
present films. Indeed such high values for the slope was
reported earlier, like s = 1.08 for a-Se by Lakatos and
Abkowitz [38] and s = 1.2 for CdA,s2 + Six and CdAs2 + Sbx
by Kocka et al. [39] but such values were ruled out by Elliott
as unreasonable. In the present case also except the high
value of s all other observations, especially observations
(4), (5) and (6) strongly support the Elliott's model. How
ever, the density of states at the Fermi level cannot be
calculated for the present case using Elliott's equation
since s ) l here.

In Figure 3.50 room temperature (Ta C is plotted
against thickness of the films for three measurement fre
quencies (lO kHz, 50 kHz and lOO kHz). A sharp decrease

0

in (Ta C is noticeable below a film thickness of 500 A at
50 kHz and lOO kHz, but at l0 kHz such a change is not
discernable.
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Thickness dependence of a.c conductivity
of a-Si=H thin films
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In Figure 3.51 the ln Faoc vs ln LS curve for
an unhydrogenated amorphous silicon film of thickness 6035:.
is presented in the frequency range 1O kHz to lOO kHz. In

this case the 5"a.c varies as Q52 at 3OOK. However, at
323K and 348K there are more than one slope. The lower slope
occurs at lower frequencies and the higher slope at higher
frequencies. In all the cases s was found to be greater
than 1. The (,5 2 dependence associated with direct optical
absorption was derived by Tanaka et al. [41] and more gene
rally by Mott [42]. But this mechanism was ruled out by
Pollak [3]. Instead he has suggested that the phenomenon

of QTLC <><Q§2 can occur due to a lower cut-off in the relax

ation time T of hopping. when this is true €;.c at 106 I-12
will be around 2x lO_7J1:lcm_l by assuming a density of states

at the Fermi level N(EF) = 2xlOl9. In the present experiment
G-a C at 106 Hz is obtained as 9.7xlO 8 .0. lcm 1 which is
in a good order of magnitude agreement with the prediction.

Hence from our a.c. conductivity measurements we
can conclude that certain fundamental changes occur to the
amorphous silicon films due to hydrogenation. This is evident
from the fact that in unhydrogenated samples the ln 6" vs Ines

curves at different temperatures had a slope around 2 in
the 30 kHz to lOO kHz frequency range whereas in the hydro
genated samples this slope is between 1 and 1.67. In the
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low frequency range (11) kHz to IN) kHz) for unhydrogenated
films slope varied between 2 emufl l and for hydrogenated
films the range was between O.?5 and 1.4 <depending upon
the film thickness and measurement temperature.

3.30 Adsorbate induced conductivity changes
3.31 Introduction

The pioneering work on the effect of gaseous ambients
on real surfaces ‘was carried out tn; Brattain enni Bardeen
by exposing germanium surfaces to wet and dry oxygen, nitro
gen and ozone [43]. As a result of these investigations,
it has been concluded that the contact—potential (CP) between

platinum and germanium could be cycled between two extremes

absout 0.5 \I apart by changing the gaseous ambient. Ozone
or pentoxide vapours gave the {H1 extreme corresponding to
the largest dipole at the Se surface. vapours with OH radi
cals produced fflua other extreme. A theory li5 given,that
explains the observed results, in terms of donor—type and
acceptor-type surface traps. The results are tfima direct
evidence for the existence of a space charge layer at the
free surface cnf a semiconductor. According to the same
authors this space charge is nothing but the part of the
surface dipole layer which iJ1ea semiconductor extends upto
lO_6-10-4 cm into the material. Thus by what has come to
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be known later as Brattain-Bardeen cycle, they have found
that wet gases give rise txa n—type surfaces while ozone
and dry gases yield p-type surfaces, as the surface potential
varied over the range 0.4-0.5 eV during the cycling.

Fritzsche et al. [44] have made attempts to apply
the methods cm? Bardeen and Brattain to amorphous germanium

amd have found tflun: only minute conductivity changes were
produced by exposure to various gases. However, the adsorpt
ion was not confined to the surface but that the adsorbates
penetrated the bulk of the amorphous germanium film through

a network of microvoids. The smallness of the conductivity
change was attributed. to the ‘relatively large density of
localized gap states which effectively screen the changes
in the surface potential [44].

Since the a—-Si:H contains much fewer gap states
its surface conductance should be strongly affected by
adsorbates. A reversible change cflf the conductance of
a-Si:H films, which results from the adsorption and desorpt—
ion of various gases, in particular water and ammonia was
reported by Tanielian et al. [45]. There films ‘were of
thickness 3600 5; and were prepared from Sil-14 by glow dis
charge. Their observations can be summarized as follows:
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l. The reversible conductance changes caused by light
and those caused by gases are two quite different processes.

2. Adsorbates are limited to the surface of the films
prepared by glow discharge method while in the case of films
prepared by evaporation water vapour penetrated the bulk
of the films.

3. Moisture and NH3 decreases the conductance of
p-type films and increases that of n—type films. These adsor
bates therefore act as n—type layers.

4. The conductance change is monotonous and it satu
rated at a particular value after a certain period of time.

Further studies are reported by Tanielian on the
effect of adsorbates on the electrical conductance of
a—Si:H in 1981 [4]. The dependence of the effect of adsor
bates on the sign of the majority carriers, adsorbate partial
pressure, temperature, sample thickness, activation energy
of time samples and sample history are reported in detail.
In most of the experiments in which moisture was the ambient
gas he observed a sudden increase in the conductance followed

by a slow increase. An explanation for such a behaviour
was put forward by Tenielian [4J. There are two different
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reactions between time adsorbed water and the a-Si:H films:

one is ea East process in which donor—like states are formed
close txn the conducthmi or valence bands representing the
weakly bound water on the surface of the film and the other
is a slow process associated with the slower formation of
acceptor-like states close to the middle of the gap arising
from the more strongly bound compound formed by the reaction
of water with SiO surface.

Such investigations on the effect of ambient gases
on the electrical conductance» of a-Si:H films are very
important, since the large irreproducibilities encountered
in the investigations of the pmoperties of these films at
different times in different laboratories is partly due
to the effect of different ambient conditions. The effects
are more pronounced for thinner films. For the above reasons
a similar investigation was carried out in the present vacuum
evaporated a—Si and a—Si:H films. The main direction of
the work was to study the effect of different gases on the
electrical conduction of these films, keeping all other
parameters constant. Very thin films were used for the
investigations because of the reason mentioned earlier.

3.32 Experimental

Thin films of unhydrogenated amorphous silicon
of thickness 544 K (eight numbers) were prepared in a single
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run. They were annealed for 30 minutes at 573K under ».lO_5
torr. They were then transferred to the metaflization chamber
for electrode deposition. Electrodes were deposited in
the planar structure with a separation of 0.3 cm. The films
were then held iJ1 a special glass cell for taking measure
ments. ffiue cell was covered with metal sheets to minimise

stray electrical signals. It was provided wuith aux inlet
tube for the introduction of the desired gas, a second open
ing for connectimg a mercury manometer and a third one for
the pumping port. Thee film was held inside the chamber
using two copper clamps which acted as the electrical feed
throughs. All the gases except the water vapour were intro

duced into the chamber through a CaCl2 drying column. The
gases used were H2, 02, I-12S, NI-I3, C02 and H20 vapour in
the case of unhydrogenated films. H20 vapour, NH3 and C02
were the gases used in the case of hydrogenated films. The

gases except H20 vapour and NH3 were produced by suitable
chemical reactions and were collected inside a 3 litre glass

jar by the downward displacement of water. NH3 was produced
using fresh ammonia solution and was ‘collected inside an
evacuated 3 litre glass jar. Water vapour was sent into
the chamber by bubbling air through a vessel containing
distilled water. The measurement steps were as follows:
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1. The film was connected inside the chamber and
the chamber was pumped down to l0 2 torr using a 200 1/minute

rotary pump

2. when minimum pressure was reached, the current
voltage measurement was carried out on the film by applying
2.5 V to 24.5 V in six steps.

3. After this the chamber was isolated from the pump
and the required gas was introduced into the chamber (50
torr) after noting the time.

4. Measurements were again carried out after l5 minutes,
30 minutes anui l hour. Thereafter the readings were taken
every one hour nearly l5 hours.

The same procedure were followed for a—Si:H films
also. Here the thickness of the films was 484 Z1 and were
prepared in the same run. The time and temperature of hydro—

genation were EX) minutes and 573K. Hydrogen partial pre
ssure during annealing was 0.05 torr.

3.33 Results and discussion

The changes in the current through the unhydro
genated films <hua to exposure to various gas ambients are
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presented in Figures 3.52, 3.53 and 3.54. After an exposure

of 15 hours to H2, O2, H25 and CO2 conductivitylT decreased
by 50% for H2, 26% for H28 and 60% for CO2. Due to an expo

sure of 15 hours to NH3 gas there was remarkable increase
of l900% in the value of E‘ . There was a sudden increase
hi the current during time first 30 ndnutes. Even at the
end of 17 hours there was no sign of saturation. But the
most dramatic change was observed due to the exposure of
films to water vapour. At the end of 15 hours a tremendous
increase in 6‘ of 7.4xlO5 percent of the initial value was
registered in this case. The sharp increase in the current
was observed Luna) 5 hours after which the current began
to show saturation. After 8 hours it was almost saturated.

The increase in the conductivities due to exposures

in NH3 and water vapour‘ was particularly interesting. It
was found that between 30 minutes and 14 hours of exposure

to tfihg gas time conductivity' increased exponentially with
time according to the relation

F‘ = C exp(O.l2t) (3.20)
Here C, the pre-exponential factor was found to be
5.57xlO*7 JL_lcm_l. t. is the tfimma of exposure ix: hours.
Figure 3.55 shows the plot of ln F'vs time.
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Fig .3.53

Conductivity of a-Si film exposed to
ammonia gas vs time
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Fig.3.5#

Conductivity of a-Si film exposed to
water vapour vs time
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Similarly it was found from Figure 3.54 that when

the amorphous silicon films were- exposed tx> water "vapour
the conductivity increased linearly with time in range 30
minutes to 5 hours.

a-Si:H films were subjected only to three
ambients CO2, NH3 and H20 which were the three typical
examples of electron acceptors (CO2) and donors (NH3 and
H20), found in tfima previous study. It. was also evident
from the previous experiments that H2, O2 and H23 were very
weak electron acceptors. They were therefore not studied
in the case of a-Si:H. However as a typical case of electron

acceptor CO2 was also used as an ambient along with the
donors NH3 and H20.

In Figures 3.56, 3.57 and 3.58 the effects of
CO2, NH3 auui H20 vapour cni the electrical conductivity of
a—Si:H films are given. It is very interesting to note
that the general shape of the curves are very much different

from that for a-Si films. In the present case, CO2 atmosphere

O\
o\°

produced ea 15 decrease ix: the conductivity G’ at. the
end of the first two hours and thereafter €'increased mono
tonously and assumed a value 19% higher than the initial
value, at the end of 15 hours. The net effect is €'increased
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Conductivity of a-Si=H film exposed to
C02 vs time
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Fig.3.57

Conductivity of a-Si=H film exposed to
ammonia gas vs time
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Fig.3.58
Conductivity of a-Si=H film exposed to

water vapour vs time
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due to the exposure to CO2. Similarly in the case of NI-I3
there was a sharp decrease in 6" in the first 30 minutes
and assumed a value 33.4% higher than the initial value.

I

bu
o\°

Thereafter 6" decreased rapidly and became 8 of the ori
ginal value after 8 hours and saturated there. Just like
in the case of unhydrogenated samples the highest change
in G‘ was observed due to an exposure to water vapour.
In the present case after 4 hours of exposure G‘ increased
to 6.8xlO4 percent of the starting value and then decreased
and saturated at a value 3.7xlO4 percent higher than the
initial value at the end of l0 hours.

The results of the experiment on the adsorbate
induced conductivity changes are summarized as follows.

l. In the case of a—Si films the exposure to H2,
O2 and H28 atmosphere for about 15 hours produced a maximum
of 50% change in the conductivity.

2. NH3 atmosphere caused ~ l900% increase in G" for
a—-Si films. But for a-Si:H films exposure to NI-I3 caused
an initial increase followed by a decrease of 8.3% at the
end of l5 hours.
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3. Exposure to H20 vapour caused an increase of
7.4xlO5 percent iknr a-Si films and EH1 initial increase of

46.8xlO‘ percent followed knr a decrease, im1 the case <of
a-Si:H films.

4. Exposure to CO2 decreased the value of G‘ by 6O%
in the case of a-Si films. But for a-Si:H films CO2 produced
an initial decrease of 15.6% and a monotonous increase there

after and reached a value of ».l9% higher than the initial
value at the end of 15 hours.

5. The increase in G" of a-Si films due to the exposure
to NH3 followed an exponential relation with time almost
in the whole range of measurement. Similarly for the same
films exposure to water vapour caused 6' to increase linearly
with time from the first 30 minutes to 5 hours. Such relation

ships were not found in a~Si:H films.

6. There was generally a monotonous increase or de
crease in. 6' for a-Si films whereas for a-Si:H films the
change was faster in the initial stages of exposure followed
by a gradual change in the opposite direction.

The simple monotonous variations of 6" can be
explained by assuming that the gas ambients react with the
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film and donor—like or acceptor-like centres are formed
on the surface depending upon the type of the gas“ Since

electron donors like NH3 and H20 cause G' of the present
a—Si films txn increase ii: is safe tx> consider these films
as weakly n—type eventhough not intentionally' doped. In
the case of a—Si:H the two reactions-—one faster and another

slower postulated tqr Tanielbmw [4] possibly explains the
present experimental results. But ‘unlike time results of
Tanielian, in the pmesent experiment in which a—Si:H films

are exposed to NH3 and CO2 we see that the slower reaction
in which opposite type of carriers are generated dominates
in the final stages of exposure. This ultimately leads
to ea conductivity change wflfimfil is opposite tun the changes
in the initial stages of exposure.
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Chapter 4

DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF a—Si AND a—Si:H

Abstract

Studies are reported on the dependence of the di
electric constant, loss factor, impedance and equivalent series
resistance of a—Si and a-Si:H capacitors on the film thickness,
frequency of nmmsurement (from lO KHZ to 1. MHZ) and ambient

temperature. U: is found that a—Si:H film has ea higher di
electric constant than a—Si film (M5 the same thickness, which

is interpreted as due to the decrease in the density of states
in the energy gap of the material as a result of hydrogenation.
It is also found that the interfacial polarization is negligi
ble imm thinner films while 111 thicker films ii; is evident to
some extent. The influence <nf the electrodes euui the lead
resistance (N1 the dielectric properties its clear from the in
crease in the loss factor with frequency.
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4.00 Introduction

In recent years a great deal of interest has deve
loped in the use of high quality dielectric films. The prepara
tion of thin dielectric films has been motivated by their use
in small volume capacitors. This improved the flexibility
of thin film circuits and substantially increased their ability
to Imam: the needs cflf circuit designers. The fabrication of
capacitors using techniques compatible with those employed
to form resistors and conductors has been one factor responsi
ble iknr the rapid development <n€ all thin film circuits [1].
It has also been stimulated. by time increasing quality and
complexity of electronic circuits and paved the way for the
birth of thin film microelectronics. From an analysis of the
properties of several thin film insulators, it becomes evident
that a large number of dielectric materials are available for
the fabrication of thin film capacitors. But only those films
which are thermally and chemically stable are aactually used
in the fabrication of capacitors. The- materials ‘which are
usually employed ixi the fabrication <of thin :flLhn capacitors

are oxides of metals and semiconductors such as Ta2O5, A1203,
SiO enui SiO2, of which the last twM> are the most common and
thoroughly investigated [2}.

But there its another important aspect for time study
of the dielectric properties of materials. These studies help
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to understand certain fundamental physical properties of the
system, like the presence of structural defects, microvoids
and impurities present in the film. The various polarization
and relaxation mechanisms and the behaviour of electrode insu

lator interfaces are also studied in detail by many schools
of research.

A thin insulator film departs considerably from the
idealized theoretical model. Kohn in 1958 has shown theoreti
cally, that the dielectric constant of the insulator should
be independent of film thickness to a few atomic layers [3].
But it is a commonly observed fact that in films obtained by
vapour deposition, the dielectric constant falls rapidly with
decreasing thickness. This is because the films obtained by
this method are porous and as the film thickness decreases.
porosity increases and in turn causes a decrease in the di
electric constant. The theoretical predictions of Kohn is
true only in the case of structurally perfect organic films
[4]. This convincingly proves the need for extensive experi
mental studies on the dielectric properties of a material pre
pared by different methods.

The bulk of the dielectric studies carried out are
on insulating materials like the ones sighted earlier. Rare
earth oxides are also subjected to thorough dielectric investi
gations. But a close survey of the literature reveals that
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eventhough the electrical properties of ea Si;Ei are investi—
gated thoroughly their dielectric properties are seldom sub
jected to ea systematic study. Even the :fia4 investigations
carried cum: are on time optical frequency dielectric constant
and that too with a view to explain certain optical properties
of the material [5—7]. More exactly these studies are centred
around the fact that the imaginary part of the dielectric fun
ction and density of states of a——Si obtained from experiments
exhibit properties which could not be obtained from a simple
averaging of the crystalline spectra.

It becomes obvious that the few experimental and
theoretical. studies carried cmn: on time optical frequency di
electric properties of amorphous silicon are in fact to supp1e—
ment and explain the optical data of these materials. Again
the fact that even the intrinsic a—Si:H films are well inferior
to the conventional insulators as a dielectric material further
discouraged any attempt at ea systematic study of their diele
ctric properties. Hence we felt it necessary to carry out
an investigation cni the dielectric properties of the a~Si and
a—Si:H thin films prepared by the vacuum evaporation method.

The investigation is in no way an exhaustive one
but only intended to understand the basic dielectric behaviour
of the material. A brief but relevant theory is given in the
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first part followed by experimental details and concludes with
a discussion on the results.

4.10 Theory

A theory for the <dielectric behaviour‘ of ea metal
insulator—metal system, in which the insulator is highly doped
and ix1 which Schottky barriers exist en: the metal-insulator~
metal interfaces, was formulated by Simmons et .al. i11 1970
[8]. This theory could explain the observed minimum in the
quality factor vs temperature curve and dependence of capacit
ance on frequency and temperature of evaporated molybdenum
oxide films [9]. Later, in 1973, Goswami et al. [10] developed
another theory' for“ the dielectric properties cm? insulators.
It was fodund that the second theory was more suitable for
the present case and hence it is given below.

In Goswami's theory each capacitor system was assumed

to comprise of the following:

(i) An inherent capacity element (C) unaffected by fre
quency (f) and temperature,

(ii) a discrete resistance element (R) due» to the di
electric film in parallel with C, and

(iii) a series resistance (r) due to the leads.



Fig.4.10
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U: is assumed that El is temperature dependent since

R = RO exp( AE/kT) where R0 is the pre—exponential factor,
AB activation energv and T the absolute temperature. But the
lead resistance r(<K R) its temperature independent. Figures
4.lO(a) and (b) show the different elements and the equivalent
series circuit.

Impedance (z) of the circuit in Figure 4.lO{a) in
terms of C, R, ramuic$ (=2 f) is given by the equation

L131

81w

Z = + r

4A2 P_¢

CR

_ R+;(1+_;i$2RucW _ 39$ ,,_~_ M g1+d2R2C2 1+¢?§YEY (4-10)

In the equivalent series circuit this can be represented by

R + . 1 or R - j -2- (4 11)s 323 CS s “SC: '
where Rs and Cs are equivalent series resistance and equi
valent series capacitance. From tfima real and imaginary parts
of the above equations, we have,

2 2 2

cs = —-2—%C = (1+D2)C (4.12)
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d D = Rc+rc<1+¢2§2l¢2> = r + .21

where D = J; . Since tang = USCSRS we have

F?
r

tan 5 = <1+°§?_1*@2<»‘2 >fP~+5l_%i<*c2cRf¢?l1c
(d¢R2c)(1+w3R2c2)

1 r
-  ‘|" by-i'R2C -I" LS RC

r I_\=D{l +§) +uS,-‘c (4.14)

When QSZRZC > r or é (<1 which is true for all cases,equation
(4.14) reduces to

tané = -£55 + c.SRc (4.15)
When (,5 is small, ..!'_- >cSrC . Then

u§RC >tané =  (4.16)
when Q5 is large J71? <<u§RC and then

tantl = u§rc (4.17)
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Equations (4.16) and (4-17) predict conditions
when the loss factor will be inversely or directly pro—
portional to .

The effect of temperature on capacitance is
obtained from equation (4.12) which can be written as

1C : -. TI; +. Q (4.18)S .5’ R20

Since E1 depends on temperature Cs will also vary
with temperature.

4.20 Experimental

Amorphous silicon films of thicknesses ranging
from 460 15. to 1300  were prepared on glass substrates
pre—coated with aluminium electrodes of breadth l cm.
The area of the a—Si films was 2 cm x 2 cm. Over this,

aluminium counter electrodes 'were ‘deposited :u> that the

two metal electrodes had an overlapping area of 0.8 cm2,
with the a—Si film sandwiched between them. In
the fabrication <mE a-Si:H capacitors the Si films
were subjected to hydrogenation as described in Chapter 2,
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before depositing the counter electrode. The hydrogenation
temperature, partial pressure and time of annealing were 573K,
0.05 torr and 60 minutes respectively. In the case of un
hydrogenated samples the films were subjected to annealing
in a vacuum ( ~ lO“5 torr) at 573K for 6O minutes prior to
the deposition of the counter electrode. The completed devices
were subjected to dielectric measurements using the HP 4277 A
LCZ bridge, in the frequency range 10 kHz to 1 MHz and tempe
rature range 300K to 373K.

The parameters measured were capacitance (C) loss
factor (tand ) and equivalent series resistance (ESR).

4.30 Results and discussion

4.31 Unhydrogenated amorphous silicon (a—Si)

ihi this case the "thickness of tflua a—Si filnm was

603  In Figure 4.30 the frequency dependence of the di
electric constant ( E ) and loss factor (tand j) are given.
The value of E. at 10 kHz is 4.4 and it increased to 16.4
as the frequency was increased to 275 kHz. Above 275 kHz it
was not possible to find the value of E as the capacitance
value was above the range of the instrument. In the same
figure the loss factor (tan<5 ) is plotted against frequency.
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Loss factor' also increased. with increase (If frequency. The
temperature dependence of E is presented in Figure 4,31, It
is clear from this figure that E is independent of temperature
in the range 300 to 373K. In Figure 4.32 the logarithm of
the impedance (Z) of the capacitor is plotted against the
logarithm cflf frequency. Z decreased upto 300 ldhz above which
it increased. In the same figure the equivalent series resist
ance (ESR) of the capacitor is plotted against frequency. A
sharp decrease in ESR is observed between lO kl-Iz and 60 kHz.
From 100 kHz to 1 MHZ the curve exhibits a negligible frequency

dependence. It is interesting to note that at 274 kHz the
capacitance increased sharply and went out of the range of
the LCZ bridge. Again the capacitance appeared at 500 kHz
with a negative sign (not plotted in Figure 4.30) and this
negative capacitance began to decrease and approach zero as
the frequency was increased. It was around this frequency
(at 300 kHz) the impedance showed the minimum value and began

to increase with the further increase of frequency. But the
ESR did not exhibit any change at 300 kHz.

4.32 Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a—Si:H)

Four films of a-Si:H with thicknesses 461 I3; 500 KI

837 A and 1312 A were subjected to measurements. The frequency

dependence of their dielectric constants (E ) is given in
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Figure 4.33. It can be seen from this figure that for films
l and 2 (i.e. 461 Zi and 500 Bi), there is negligible increase
of E as the frequency is varied from 10 kHz to
E, becomes 12.4 and 12.5 for films 1 and 2 at
260

and

and

and

100 kHz. But
240 kHz and

kHz respectively. In the case of films 3 and 4 (837 ii
1312 ii), E decreases at first reaches a minimum value
then increases. For film 3 this minimum occurs at 50 kHz
for film 4 at 90 kHz. For all the films the loss factor

(tand ) increased as the frequency‘ was increased and at lower
frequencies tano increased as the thickness of the film was
increased (Figure 4.34). Temperature dependence of E, and
tan 6 are given in Figures 4.60 and 4.70. While for films
1 and 2 E was independent of temperature, for film 3 E,
slightly increased upto 350K and became steady at that value



in the temperature range studied. Loss factors of these films
also were weakly dependent upon the temperature. But in the
case of film 4, there was a strong dependence of both E, and
tan <5 on temperature. E increased by 123.5% and tand by
114% as the temperature was varied in the range 300K to 373K.
The thickness dependence of the dielectric constant is given
in Figure 4.35. Between 461 ii and 500 FA there was a sharp
increase in E, and as the thickness was increased further there
was a more gradual increase of E . In Figure 4.36 a typical
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Loss factor vs Frequency
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Thickness vs Dielectric constant
(measured at frequency 10 kHz]
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plot of lJ1Z vs lncs and ESR vs frequency for a-Si:H films
are <given. 131 this particular" case time filn1 thickness is
1312 i. The slope of the straight line part of ln z vs iné
plot is 0.83 unlike in the case of a—Si, where it was l. Z shows
a minium value at 500 kHz, beyond which it increases. ESR
exhibits a sharp decrease when the frequency changes from l0 kHz

to 25 kHz. From 200 kHz to l MHz ESR remains almost independent

of frequency.

An analysis of the above results is presented below.
It is well known that all the main polarizations are possible
in the case of an amorphous thin film. In an MIS structure
interfacial polarization can arise due to the accumulation
of space charge at the metal—dielectric interfaces. Both bulk
material properties and interfacial effects can contribute
tun the polarization mechanisms imm these films. Interfacial
polarization is not a characteristic of the material while
-polarizations resulting from imperfections, defects and ion
vacancies in "the film structure are characteristic cflf the
material [ll].

It is generally observed that E increases towards
the Jxwr frequency" side ix: the case <1f interfacial polariza
tion. In this case E increases with increase in temperature.
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D1 the present case "we tmnma observed that iJ1 unhydrogenated
samples E increases with increasing frequency. In this case
E is independent of temperature in the range measured (Figure
4.20}. So here interfacial polarization can be ruled out. Since
electronic polarization becomes dominant at very high fre
quencies, the most probable mechanism will be polarization
resulting from, imperfections, defects anui microvoids ix: the
film.

In. hydrogenated films, for certain. film iflnicknesses
(837 A and 1312 Z) E decreases with increasing frequency upto
a certain value of frequency and then increases with further
increase ix1 frequency. It 1M5 also observed that for "these
films E ;hncreases with increase in the measurement temperature

(Figure 4.60). Hence it can be concluded that interfacial pola
rization is present in addition to polarization due to defects
and microvoids in these films and also that the contribution
due to the latter is comparatively less ‘than in the case of
unhydrogenated samples. ffixhs is more due to the passivation
of Si dangling bonds by hydrogen than due to the annealing
out of microvoids since both hydrogenated and unhydrogenated
films were subjected to the annealing step upto 573K. But
thinner a-Si:H films (461 Z and 500 5.) behaved like unhydro—
genated samples.
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It is usually observed that as the frequency increases
tan (S initially decreases, passes through a minimum and then
increases. Here in hydrogenated and unhydrogenated cases and
for different film thicknesses we have observed a steady in
crease in tanrs with frequency, in the frequency range studied.
This is due to the effect of electrodes and lead resistances
[24].

The dielectric constant of a solid is a property
which depends on the atoms and molecules present and their
arrangements. Hence it is a bulk property. However, practi
cally in the case of thin films it depends on the thickness
of the films [12,13]. The thickness dependence of the di
electric constant is thought to arise owing to the presence
of voids in the thinner films. As the films become thicker
the density of voids decreases resulting in a higher value
of dielectric constant and when the films become sufficiently
thick for the voids to disappear, the dielectric constant
becomes thickness independent.

From the value of the dielectric constant, loss
factor, impedance, equivalent series resistance and parallel
conductance of the a—Si:H films with different thicknesses
at 10 kHz frequency the values of these parameters at 603 1:.
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are deduced. The following ‘values aux; obtained. Dielectric
constant (E) = 7, loss factor (tano ) = 0.11, impedance
(Z) == 170 kit ) equivalent series resistance (ESR) = 0.021 kn
and parallel conductance (G) = 0.6 ms. The corresponding values
of a~Si film of the same thickness are E = 4.4, tand = 0.05,
Z = 292 k_o. , ESR = 0.02 kn and G = 0.19 ms. So it becomes

clear that after hydrogenation the dielectric constant increased
considerably. This was accompanied by an increase of the loss
factor. The increase in E is due to the decrease of the local
ized states in the energy gap. The increase in the loss factor
is due to the increase in the parallel conductance which indi
cates that the main loss mechanism is conductive.

4.40 Conclusion

From the dielectric studies of hydrogenated and un
hydrogenated amorphous Si "thin films it nuns found that the
unpaired silicon bonds known as dangling bonds contribute to
the polarization mechanisms. In thinner films the interfacial
polarization is negligible in the frequency range studied.
But in thicker hydrogenated films interfacial polarization
is evident to some extent. The increase of the loss factor
with frequency indicated the role of electrodes and lead
resistance in the measurements. From these studies it can
be concluded that eventhough the resistivity of the a~—Si and
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a—Si:H films is very high their dielectric parameters are very
much dependent upon the frequency and temperature of measure
ment.

From the study' of the dielectric parameters- of
a—Si:H thin films with different thicknesses the values of
those parameters at a thickness of 603 Bi were found out and
were compared with those of a-Si thin film of the same thick
ness. The appreciable increase in E noticed in the case of
a—Si:H film is interpreted as due to the decrease in the local
ized gap states.
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Chapter 5

FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF METAL—OXIDE—

SEMICONDUCTOR FIELD EFFECT TRANSISTORS

Abstract

In this chapter the fabrication and characterization
of thin film field effect transistors using a—Si and a-Si:H
are presented. Europium oxide is used as the gate insulator.
The transistor characteristics are good and reproducible.
It is found that hydrogenated samples generally exhibit more
ordered and well shaped characteristics. Maximum amplifi
cation factor is obtained for a europium oxide thickness
of 715 A. The main drawback of the present device is its
low value of the gain—bandwidth product.
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5.00 Introduction

The invention of the transistor by Bardeen and
Brattain in 1948 was a great leap forward in the field of
electronics [1,2]. It replaced the vacuum tubes which domi
nated the scene until then. The introduction of transistors
made the electronic instruments compact, robust and power
efficient. Moreover, the ease with which it could be mass
produced also contributed significantly to its extremely
rapid expansion.

The first transistors made were of point contact
type. Latex‘ p-n junction transistors were invented by
Shockly [3]. Along with this, different transistor circuits
were developed by Ryder et al. [4J. Of the several types
of transistors, the field effect transistor (FET) is of parti
cular interest because it is easy to fabricate it in thin
film form. An FET operates on the principle that the thick
ness and hence the resistance of ea conducting channel of
semiconductor material may be regulated by time magnitude

181
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of the potential applied to the gate electrode. Thin film
FETs show sufficiently good electrical characteristics to
permit useful circuits to be built. The deposition of thin
film transistors (TFTs) upon the same substrate with passive
components permits the fabrication of complex integrated
circuits entirely kn! evaporation. A complete circuit can
be deposited in one pump—down of the vacuum system,using
movable masks for pattern delineation. Several semiconduct
ing materials can be used to fabricate TFTs,the best results
have been obtained with cadmium sulphide, cadmium selenide
and tellurium [5]. Since the successful development of CdS
‘I‘FTs by Weimer [5] much debate has occurred as to their
quality, stability, reproducibility and usefulness. To their
detriment, TFT integrated circuits were compared with the
rapidly emerging crystalline Si technology. Hence systematic
research necessary to understand the problems of the TFT
were continued only by a few groups. However from 1970 on
wards it became clear that the TFT offered an ideal solution

for the problem of addressing large area <display panels.
This application fun; revived widespread interest imi the TFT
[6]. Following Weimer's pioneering work in CdS TFTs, several
new materials have been added to the list, like lead sulphide
[7] indium antimonide [8], lead telluride [9] and finally
silicon. Due to these initial investigations, it was incre
asingly becoming clearer that txa achieve significantly high
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gain-band width products, the technology should be improved
to produce near single crystal mobilities and control of
the fast trapping states at the semiconductor-insulator inter
face. Due to the investigations on a wide range of semi
conductor—insulator combinations, it was found that the per
formance of the devices was often dominated by ‘slow’ trap
ping states which caused decay of the source-drain current
over periods from seconds to hours. An analysis of the TFT
characteristics by Graeffe showed that the modulation in
CdSe TFTs was mainly due to the variation of the barrier
potential en; the grain boundaries by gate field. This was
further developed by Anderson [lO,ll,l2] and has suggested
that TF'I‘s operated by barrier modulation and are not ana
logous tn: the single crystal metal—oxide-semiconductor tran
sistors.

During the initial stages of the development of
TFTs, chalcogenides dominated the list of the materials used
for fabrication. This may be, as mentioned earlier, due
to the successful fabrication of CdS TFTs by Weimer. Amorphous

silicon is a comparatively newcomer in the scene. The possi
bility <xf the application cm? a—Si:H ixi the fabrication was
originally suggested by the field effect studies in the 197051
which showed that large current changes could kn; obtained
for moderate fields produced knr the gate electrode [13,14].
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In 1976 itself many researchers have jproposed tfiua use of
amorphous silicon field effect devices in the addressing
of liquid crystal matrix displays ems an alternative to the
thin film CdSe_transistors. They reasoned that an elemental

covalently bonded nmterial smuflx as amorphous silicon should
have distinct advantages over the more complex II-VI compounds

as far as ease of preparation, reproducibility and stability
were concerned. The design and characteristics of an amor
phous silicon insulated gate field effect transistor (FELT)
suitable for driving liquid crystal displays were reported
by LeComber et al. [15].

Despite such progress and availability of advanced
techniques for the fabrication of thin film active components,
the TFTs have not yet been used for widespread applications»
except the few mentioned earlier, because of the variations
in their characteristics. Therefore, many investigators

. 1are aorxing (N1 ways to stabilise the characteristics through
the use of various semiconductor—insulator combinations.

Since the field effect studies were used from
1975 to evaluate the density of states of glow-discharge
produced a—Si:H [16], ii: was relatively »easy txn fabricate
a-Si:I-1 FETs. But a quick survey of the literature shows
that most of these devices are fabricated by amorphous silicon
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produced by glow discharge. It was M-alhotra and Neudeck
[l7] who first fabricated vacuum evaporated a—SI FETs success

fully. In a subsequent paper [18] they have presented in
detail the sample- preparation and experimental procedures.
They have used (IHXJ) oriented n—type silicon of 5—25Ilcm
resistivity as the substrate and thermally grown silicon
dioxide as the gate insulator. Emu: it will be really more
advantageous if we can use glass substrates and insulators
which have good dielectric properties and which are easy
to deposit in thin film form by vacuum evaporation. An
attempt was made in this direction and fabrication and chara
cterization of thin film a—Si and a-Sizi-I FETs with europium
oxide as the gate insulator are presented here. Since rare
earth oxides are good insulators and are used in the fabri
cation of FETs by several researchers [l9—23], the properties
of the present FETs depend largely on the behaviour of the
amorphous silicon films.

5.10 Theory of the conductance modulation by field effect

The first attempt to develop a theory for the modu
lation of conductance of thin films of semiconductors by
surface charges was made by Shockley and Pearson in 1948 [24].

The theory is summarised below.

When charge is induced on the free surface of a semi
conductor, by making it one plate of a parallel plate
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condenser, some of the charge density 6Q goes into the sur
face states and some into the space charge in the barrier
layer beneath the surface. If the applied field produces

a change in potential 5y' on the surface, then 6&5 the in
creased charge per cmz in the surface states will be <1NS<§V
where q is the electronic charge and NS is the number of
surface states per unit area per unit voltage. The charge
in the interior can be estimated from the Schottky exhaustion
layer theory and is given by

CSV = —4m°Eb6b. (4.10)
where f is the net charge density of the impurities, E the
dielectric constant and, 6b the thickness of the exhaustion
layer. This gives a charge of

6% = [>55 = E<§v/mrb (4.20)
which is produced by removing conduction electrons. Hence
a fraction

p = 5% [(<§q’b+

Z _(&  _ __ W (4 30)
[W5 + ca/wwl
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of the total charge induced per unit area on the semicondu
ctor is accounted for by reduced conduction electrons in
the interior.

Let L be the thickness of the semiconductor and
b the thickness of the exhaustion layers on both sides, then
the total charge per unit area is

and the conductance parallel to the layer is

where )1 is the mobility.

The applied field changes the charge byb

and therefore changes the conductance of the layer by

‘up

<2"

66- E; i’ P-51-zb) (4.60)
where the minus sign holds for n—type materials and plus
sign for p—type.
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This simple theory by Shockley and Pearson explains all the
features of the field effect modulation of the conductance
of semiconductors.

The important transistor parameters are the follow

The transconductance (gm) defined as the ratio of the
change in the drain current ( Ald) to a given change in
the gate voltage (AVG).

ie., §]m=
The drain resistance (rd) at a particular gate voltage
VG

I‘-Vdd I
d V

G

3. Gain-bandwidth product (GB) given by

ca = -in
ZITCS

where Cg is the capacitance of the gate insulator.

. Amplification factor (p) defined as

P 2 gmrd
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These parameters describe time behaviour of ea thin
film FET and they can be calculated from the different tran
sistor characteristics.

5.20 Structure of thin film FETs

Thin film PET structures consist of two coplanar
electrodes called 'source' and ‘drain’ joined by a thin semi
conductor film, whose conductivity can be modulated by a
third electrode called the ‘gate’. The source and drain make
ohmic contact to the semiconductor, but the gate is separated
from the semiconductor by a thin insulator. There are two
forms of E‘ETs which have been used in integrated circuits.
They are coplanar electrode FET and staggered—electrode FET.

In the coplanar FET the semiconductor is first deposited
onto time substrate over xfluhfli the source-drain electrodes,

insulator and gate electrodes are deposited in that sequence.
In the latter, the sequence of deposition is source-drain
electrodes, semiconductor, insulator and gate electrode
(Figure 5.20).

An advantage of the coplanar—electrode structure
is that the semiconductor can be deposited and processed
at elevated temperatures without requiring the electrodes
to undergo such treatment. This structure was used success



Cross section of two forms of thin film
FETs

Fig.5.20
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fully’ for' many cnf the- early cadmium sulphide transistors,
having aluminium as source and drain electrodes.

5.30 Experimental

In the present case the FETs were prepared in the
coplanar structure. Optically flat glass slides were used
as the substrates. They were chemically and ultrasonically
cleaned and finally' subjected ix: ion-bombardment cleaning.
The amorphous silicon film was deposited onto this. The area
of the silicon film was l.5xl.5 cm. Over this, source and
drain electrodes were deposited in an interdigited structure
usimg a suitable mask (Figure 5.30). Since the source-drain
field must be kept small relative to the gate field to obtain
a uniform space charge layer, and also must be large enough

to make the current measurable, a very small source-drain
electrode separation becomes necessary. This would usually
require photo resist masking and etching. But this process
leaves the exposed surface of the a-Si:H film in a condition
which is often irreproducible and probably leads to a con
ducting surface- space» charge layer especially iJ1 the case
of nearly intrinsic films [25]. Hence we chose an electrode
separation of 0.15 cm. The total width was greatly increased
by the finger structure and was 3 cm. In the fabrication
procedure cflf a-Siflfi FETs, the amorphous silicon films were
subjected to hydrogenation as described in Chapter 2, before



Fig.5-30
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depositing the source and drain electrodes. The hydrogenation
parameters were as follows: Hydrogenation temperature 573K,
hydrogen partial pressure 0.05 torr and hydrogenation time
60 minutes. Over this europium oxide was deposited as the
gate insulator by vacuum evaporation and finally aluminium

gate electrode was deposited over the insulator such that
it covered the channel between the source and drain. In the
case <15 unhydrogenated silicon ifilmmn the completed devices
were annealed at 573K at ~¢l0_5 torr. The devices were then

subjected. to electrical characterisation. A fixedI‘voltage

VD was applied between the source and drain and drain current
(ID) was measured as a function of the gate voltage (VG).
This was repeated for different values of VD. The measure
ments included the variation of impedance between source
and drain with frequency. Gate—drain and gate—source capa
citances were also measured as a function of frequency.

5.40 Results and discussion

In Figure 5.40 the source~drain current (ID) versus
source-drain voltage (VD) for an PET fabricated with unhydro—
genated amorphous silicon (thickness 683 i) and europium
oxide insulator (thickness 410 i) is presented. From this

figure it is seen that at gate voltage VG = O, ID increases
very slowly as VD increases from 2 to 8V. But at higher VG,
the increase iJ1iH3 is more for a given increase in VD. This
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is better illustrated in Figure 5.41 where ID is plotted
against VG at different VD. It can be seen from this figure
that as VG is increased, ID increases at first, reaches a
maximum at 200 mV and then decreases. In an n—channel PET

(n—type semiconductor) the application of a positive gate

bias causes ID to increase. A detailed study of the effect
of the positive and negative gate voltages on ID is shown
in Figure 5.42. The maximum value of transconductance was

found to be 6l7,,|mho at VD = 7V and VG ( 200 mV. The gain
band width product was 3.27 kHz. The capacitance of the
gate insulator increased by ~ 12% as the measurement fre
quency was varied in the range lO kHz to 100 kHz and above
100 kHz it suddenly increased and went out of range. The
channel impedance (Z) is plotted against the measurement
frequency logarithmically. Z exhibits a linear decrease
with frequency in the range 10-500 kHz. This means that
eventhough the number of charges developed on the semicon
ductor is almost independent of the signal frequency, that
is applied on the gate (which is evident from Figure 5.43)
the final output of the transistor may boost high frequency
signals, since the channel conductance is a function of fre
quency (Figure 5.44).

The transistor characteristics, showing the varia

tion of drain current ID with drain voltage VD at constant
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Fig.5.42
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Fig.5.43

Capacitance and tané vs Frequency
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gate voltage VG are shown in Figure 5.45 for a a—Si:H FFT.
In Figure 5.46 the drain current ID is plotted against gate
voltage VG at constant VD. The thickness of the a—Si:H film
was 683 3 and that of europium oxide was-715 3. The trans

conductance (gm) was calculated to be 486 Pnmo and the gain
bandwidth product (G.B.) was 4.8 kHz. The» drain current

(ID) as a function of positive and negative gate voltages
is given in Figure 5.47. The curve is found to be symmetri
cal. FETs were fabricated with the same a-Si:H film thick
ness, tun: different europium oxide thicknesses. In Figure

5.48 the ID \n5 VD curves at VG == lV for three FETs with
europium oxide thickness of 305 3, 715 3 and 1317 3 and Si
thickness 683 A are presented. The maximum transconductance
was observed for time PET udth ‘FMS 3 thick europium oxide.
But the maximum gain—bandwidth product of 5 kHz was observed

for europium oxide thickness of 1317 K. The calculated para
meters of various transistors are listed in Table 5.40.

From the above table it is evident that the FET
with europium oxide thickness of 715 g and a-Si:H thickness
of 683 3 exhibits superior performance compared to the other
FETs. It has a reasonably good gain bandwidth product (GB)
and ea very high amplification factor compared txa the other
transistors.
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Drain current vs Drain voltage
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Fig.5.48
Drain current vs Drain voltage
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Parameter
a~Si:H

a—Si Insulator_thickness@@

305 A 715 A 1317

Transconductance
(gm/gmho)

Gain/Bandwidth
product
(GB.kHz)

Output resistance
(rd) at VG=2OO mV
(-9-)

Amplification
factor

(P = gm x rd)

617 52.5 486
1.2 0.24 4.8

5 6 51.5xlO l.7xlO 4310

92.55 89.25 194.

318

5.0

5xlO

15.9
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The main difference that was observed between a-Si

and a—~Si:H FETs was that in the former case the ID vs VG
curves displayed a peak at a particular value of VG. On
one side cnf this peak the device resembles an n—channel FET
and. on the <Jther side ea p—channel, FET. Such ea behaviour
was absent in the latter case. This can be due to the follow
ing reason. Consider the devices to be with a channel which
is intrinsic cur weakly nrtype. when ea positive field is
applied to the gate electrode, ID increases due to the in
creased runmnnr of electrons drawn tx> the surface from the

bulk of the semiconductory This explains Vthe ascending

portion of the ID - VG curve (Figure 5.41). But when the
field reaches a particular value leakage currents across
the insulator becomes appreciable and the 1%) will begin to
decay. This combined with the very high trap density usually
present in the a—Si films which negatively affects the obser
vation <nf field effect :h1 such devices may account for the
descending portion of the curve. Indeed such leakage currents
were observed ixl both a—Si anui a—Si:H devices. But since

the a~Si:H films contain an appreciably lesser number’ of
trap sites, the drawing of electrons from the bulk of the
semiconductor to the surface is comparatively easier.

The positive points of the present FETs are the
following.
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l. Using an interdigital finger structure for the
source and drain electrodes, we were able to get an appre
ciable source drain current modulation even with an electrode

separation cnf 0.15 cmi and reasonable gate Voltages. Thus
we could avoid time photolithographic technique used.tx> make
the source and drain electrodes.

2. Europium oxide was used as the gate insulator.
Usualhy the insulator used ixi a-Si:H FETs 1M5 electron beam

gun evaporated cm: thermally grown SiO2. Europium oxide is
comparatively easier to fabricate in the thin film form than

SiO2.

3. Even, as deposited unhydrogenated films exhibited
field effect. Hydrogenated samples generally exhibited more
ordered and well shaped characteristics.

4. a-Si:H FETs with europium oxide thickness of 715 3
exhibited the maximum amplification factor.

5. Since the channel is essentially intrinsic in
nature both electrons and holes contribute.

The main limitathmi of the present device was the
low value of the gain-bandwidth product. Values as high
as 6 MHz were reported for FETs fabricated with glow discharge
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produced a—Si:H [26]. Maximum values obtained in the present

case were around 4.8-5.0 kHz only. This can be improved
by carefully optimizing the preparation conditions like the
substrate temperature during Si deposition, hydrogenation
conditions;insulator thickness and reducing the source~drain
separation by better masking techniques.
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Chapter 6

CHARACTERIZATION OF CADMIUM SULPHIDE THIN FILMS PREPARED BY

CHEMICAL BATH DEPOSITION METHOD

Abstract

Cadmium sulphide thin films are prepared by chemical
bath deposition. Sulphur deficiency usually observed is mostly
prevented twr slightly modifying the deposition method. Instead
of n—type, intrinsic films are obtained due to this nwdifica—
tion. The films aux; found to kn; uniform, adhere tightly to
the substrate and reproducible in electrical properties. From
the d.c. anui a.c. conductivity studies it is found that there
exist two dominant trap levels near the midgap——most probably
on either side of the Fermi level-~with a very low density
of states at the Fermi level proper. From the dielectric stu
dies, E is found to be independent of temperature upto 423K.
From the frequency dependence of E , the existence of monovalent

impurities, vacancies and microvoids in the film are suggested.
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6.00 Introduction

Cadmium sulphide is cnma of the extensively investi
gated materials. It is a typical example for a II—VI compound.

Thin films of.Ckfi5 in the thickness range 2-3O Prn are usually
used in the solar cells and various other applications such
as piezoelectric transducers and photovoltaic devices [1-4].
The recent spurt in the interest in CdS thin films is mainly
due to its suitability in the production of low cost solar
panels for terrestrial applications.

A large number of techniques are employed for the
deposition of (kfi3 films, prominent among them are evaporation
[5—l4], sputtering [l5,l6], spray pyrolysis [l7—l9], molecular
beam epitaxy [20], vapour phase epitaxy [21], chemical vapour
deposition, screen. printing [22,23], chemical bath <deposition
[24] and anodization [25]. Each of these methods has its own
merits and demerits. For example, in the case of evaporation
it is well known that some type of confinement of the evaporant
vapour, like Inn; wall technique (HWT) is necessary ix: avoid
a fast preferential loss of the high vapour pressure component
(sulphur) from the depositing phase [26-29]. HWT contributes
significantly to the preparation of thin films with bulk pro
perties. IH: was also observed that vacuum evaporation yields
very good uniformity in the film thickness.
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Sputtering is a very suitable method for producing
highly pure and defect free CdS films. But this method requires
special sputtering targets. Screen printing is recently employed
for the production of low cost CdS solar cells. However this
method is not suitable for producing very thin layers and also
the thickness uniformity of the film is very poor.

Chemical method’ by far is largely employed for the
production <Mf CdS tfidmx films. Chemical method its preferred
because it is cheaper and easier compared to the physical method
It will assume greater importance in the near future, if large
scale manufacturing of low cost thin film solar cells is to
be a treality for terrestrial applications. Among different
chemical methods, spray pyrolysis comes first ens far ans the
preparation of CdS thin films are concerned. Spray pyrolysis
was used ens early as JSHLJ to obtain transparent oxide films
[30]. But it. was iJ1 1960, Chamberline et ail. extended the
technique to sulphide and selinide films [3l—33]. This technique
involves the spraying of an aqueous solution containing soluble
salts cflf the constituent atoms cnf the desired compound on to
a substrate maintained. at elevated itemperatures. The spray
undergoes a pyrolytic decomposition at this temperature and
forms a single crystallite or a cluster of crystallites of
the product. To obtain CdS films, a éfilute aqueous solution
of ea water-soluble cadmium salt enui a sulpho—organic salt are
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commonly used [34-35]. The most commonly used chemicals are
cadmium chloride and thiourea. ‘The spray deposited films are
strongly adherent txa the substrates. They are in general pin
hole—free and stable with time and temperatures. However,
the surface topography of the films is rough and depends on
the spray conditions. At annealing temperatures above the
spray temperatures, recrystallization increases the grain size
and may produce some preferential orientation effects [36].

Chemical bath deposithmi is another chemical method
which is gaining popularity due to the possibility of preparing
highly uniform and adhere:-.5 films. It is a form of solution
growth technique pioneered by the works of Bode and co-workers
[37—39]. The solution growth technique was first used in 1946
to prepare PbS films for infrared applications [40]. The chemi
cal aspects of the solution growth is outlined below. According
ix: the solubility product principle, ill a saturated solution
of a weakly soluble compound the product of the molar concentra
tions of its ions called the ionic product (IP) is a constant
at ea given temperature. For example, Cd(OHl2 when added to
water will hydrolyze according to the reaction,

.._.___A 2+ Cd(OH)2 <--- Cd + 2(oH)

The ionic product (IP) is given by

[Cd2+] x [OH ]2 — Constant (solubility product SP)

= 2.2x1o'l4 (at 25°c)
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There is no equilibrium if this relationship is not satisfied.
If the IP exceeds SP precipitation occurs. When 11><C SP the
solid phase will dissolve until the above relation is satisfied.

It. is necessary tx: eliminate spontaneous precipita
tion in order to form a thin film by a controlled ion—by-ion
reaction. This can be achieved by using a fairly stable complex
of the lnetal ions. The» concentration <nf the Inetal ions is
controlled by adding an appropriate complexing agent in correct
concentration. For producing' CdS, ammonia solution acts as
the complexing agent. If .a high. concentration <yf S2“ ions
exists locally, such that the solubility product is exceeded,
localized spontaneous precipitation of 21 sulphide (uni occur.
This problem can be overcome by generating chalcogen ions slowly

and uniformly throughout the volume cnf the solution. This is
achieved tqr having thiourea im1 an alkaline aqueous solution.
The kinetics of growth of a thin film in this process is deter
mined by the ion—by-ion deposition of the chalcogenide on the
nucleating sites of the immersed surfaces.

In the present studies, thin films of CdS are prepared
by chemical bath deposition. (CBD) in ea manner described by
Pavaskar et al. [24] with some modifications. The details
are described in the subsequent section. Eventhough the stru—
cture, d.c.sd electrical_ conduction, photoconduction, and
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photovoltaic effects of this zmaterial aux; well studied [24,
41-44], its a.c. conduction mechanisms and dielectric properties
are not so extensively investigated. A detailed account of
these properties of CdS thin films prepared by CBD is presented
here. II; is shown here that time modifications. employed in
the deposition method enabled to obtain intrinsic films with
an entirely different distribution of time density <yf states
in the energy gap.

6.10 Method of preparation of cadmium sulphide

In this method, films are prepared by the reaction
of thiouraa with cadmium tetraammonium sulphate. The set up
used here for the preparation is shown in Figure 6,10, ‘It con
sists of aui oil bath (lj whose temperature can kna controlled
using a variac. The temperature is monitored by a thermometer
(5). The chemical solution taken in a 250 c.c. flask is placed
in the oil bath. The cleaned glass slides on which the films
are to be deposited are kept rotating inside the reaction solu
ticn using a small d.c. motor (2).

Freshly prepared distilled water is used tx> prepare
the solutions. For each deposition 1O c.c. cflfll mole cadmium
sulphate solution and 5%) c.c. of 22 mole ammonia solution are
mixed in a 250 c.c. beaker to form a complex compound. To
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Fig.6.l0
Schematic discrcm cf zhe set-us for the Dre
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this solution is added. 1O c.c. ‘of 1. mole thiourea solution
from a burette. The smdution is heated to 80-QOWC. The sub

strates are kept rotating inside this solution. The films
formed are washed using distilled water, dried and subjected
to measurements.

The mechanisnl of <CdS formation as suggested by
Pavaskar et al. [24] is given below:—

l. Cadmium salt reacts with ammonia to form the complex
compound,

CdSO4 + 4(NI-13) —————>(Cd(NH3)4)SO4

2. Diffusion of the complex ion, OH_, and thiourea to the cata
lytic surface of CdS.

3. Dissociation cflf the thiourea on iflua CdS catalytic surface
in an alkaline medium.

H N NH2 2\ / _ _
C + on ---> CH2N2 + I-120 + as
ll

s

4. Formation of bivalent sulphide ions

Hs" + on" ———-> s“ + H20
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5. Formation of CdS

Cd(NH3)Z+ + 5“ --> cds + 4NH3

The method described above is time standard chemical

bath technique iknr the deposition of CdS films. TBut we made
a slight deviation by rotating the glass slides inside the
hot thiourea solution and adding cadmium tetraammonium sulphate

from a burette. This enabled us to get better films by avoiding
to a greater extent the sulphur deficiency in the films which
is commonly observed in other chemical methods.

6.20 Experimental details and measurement techniques

The thickness of the films varied from lOOO to 1300 i.

The films were- given silver electrodes in <another coating
chamber. For d.c. conductivity studies, electrodes were depo
sited imx the planar structure. For capacitance measurements

the glass slides were precoated with the first electrode before
depositing CdS films. All the measurements were carried out
by placing the films inside the metal cell described in
Chapter 2. Current was measured using an electrometer amplifier
(model EA 815 Ifl2IL). For a.c. conductivity and dielectric
measurements HP 4277 A LCZ bridge was used. A.C. conductivity

was measured as a function of frequency from 11) kHz to l MHz.
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Capacitance and loss factor measurements were carried out as
a function of frequency and temperature in the range 350 I-<Hz
to l MHZ and 3OOK to 458K respectively.

6.30 Results and discussion

6.31 D.C. conduction

Ekxmi the current—voltage studies ii: was found that
the conduction is cflmfix: upto ani applied electric field. of
4xlO3V/cm above which. upto a ifield cnf 9.5xlO3V/cnl the- slope

is 6.67 favouring a conduction. mechanism controlltul by deep
traps (Figure 6.30). For fields above 104V/cm time slope is
2.38 supporting a space charge limited conduction. The d.c.
electrical conductivity (F') of the films is 6.7xlO_lQJL_lcm_l.
The plot of ln6' vs. 103/T exhibits two slopes giving activation

energies El = 1.55 e‘~! below 333K and E2 = l.l eV above 350K
(Figure 6.31). This is contrary to the usual observation of
a low activation energy at lower temperature and a high acti
vation energy at ea higher temperature. Inn; as explained in
Chapter 12, such observations were reported earlier eventhough
a. satisfactory" explanation was run: presented. 111 all films
studied here, the low activation energy occurred above rv 333K.
From the values of the activation energies, we can conclude
that the dominant trap levels lie around the middle of the
energy gap.
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Fig.6.30

1- V characteristic of Ag - CdS - Ag
structure
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Fig.6.31

Ins’ vs 103/ T
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The Cd5 prepared by the spray pyrolysis and conven
tional chemical bath method are n—type because of the sulphur
deficiency [24]. But lJ1 our method sulphur deficiency is not
likely to occur. (mi the contrary, there is every possibility
for the presence of excess of sulphur atoms making the films
intrinsic if not slightly p—type. ‘Though hot probe method
suggests the films txn be slightly p—type, it ihs not safe to
draw such a conclusion for samples with very low conductivity.
Hall effect measurements under strong photoexcitation could
have confirmed these results. However the very low value of
the conductivity (-»1O_lO 4iTlcm_l) demonstrates that time film
is atleast intrinsic showing that the present method is suitable
to reduce sulphur deficiency in CdS films.

6.32 A.C. conduction

A.C. conduction of the CdS films were analysed using
Elliott's theory of a.c. conduction in chalcogenide glasses

given in Chapter 2 [45,46]. A plot of ln €g_c vs. lnas shows
that Ggoc increases with frequency (Figure 6.32) in the range
at which measurements were carried out. .At high frequencies
(above 300 kHz}; there is ea levellhmg off of the curve which
was repeatedly observed in all the measurements. This behaviour
is due to semiconductor—metal contact effects at these frequen
cies. The slope (S) of the linear part of the curve is 0.0917.
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According to this theory, the frequency dependence of (3"a C
is given by the relation

6
6

6- 2 nzwax sea] [U5]arc  KWM Tofi (6.10)
where N is the density of defect states at the Fermi level,
K is the dielectric constant, e is the electronic charge,0S
is the frequency, WM is the binding energy, which as a first
approximation can be considered to be equal to the band gap

energy and To is the bulk relaxation time which is of the
order of and inverse phonon frequency ( T; nu l0_l3 sec.). fi
is equal tx> 6 kT/WM where la is the Boltzmann constant and T‘
is the absolute temperature. The relation between S and P is

s = (1 —)B) - (6.20)
In the present study p was calculated to be equal to 0.0647
by assuming a band gap of 2.4 eV. Hence S = 0.9353. But from
Figure 6.32 we get E5.as 0.917. This means that the approxi—

mation of WM as the binding energy is not valid in this case.
It seems that Elliott also faced a similar problem with another

sulphur containing compound (As2S3) in comparing the calculated
and measured values cflf S for certain chalcogens [45]. It is

more appropriate to calculate WM from the experimental value
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of S. Using time experimental value (M5 S vue obtained p as
0.083 and WM as 1.868. Using these values of s, /5 and WM
we calculated the density of defect states N at the Fermi level
and obtained ea value of 4.O5xlOl2cm_3eV_l. Even though this
is a very low value compared to the reported values (,vlOl9-1020)
[24], it is not altogether improbable due to the following
reasons:

l. Most of the reported values represent the density of states
of n—type films with high sulphur deficiency. Present films
are prepared by a slightly different method and they are
essentially intrinsic.

2. By taking into account the very low value of the d.c. condu
ctivity and the intrinsic nature of the films, we can consi
der the Fermi level to be just at the mid—gap (nu 1.2-1.3 ev).
The activation energies obtained from the d.c. measurements
indicate that the Fermi level is relatively free from traps
while there are a large number of states on either side
of it.

3. We have employed a.c. conductivity measurements to calculate
N unlike the usual field effect method. Field effect method

has always a tendency to over estimate N due to the surface
states. There can be very large differences in the cal
culated values of N depending upon the methods of measure
ment [47].
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Hence we can conclude that the value of N calculated

in the present case indicates time more probable~ bulk value
of the density of states at the Fermi level of the CdS-films
prepared by chemical bath deposition.

6.33 Dielectric measurements

The capacitance and loss factor <n5 the films were
measured .as ea function of frequency' and temperature» From
this the dependence of dielectric constant (E) on frequency
was found out. As the frequency was varied from 300 kHz to
l MH2, E varied from 16.5 to 10.31 in a step like fashion
as shown im1 Figure 6.33. Usualby the presence of nwhovalent
impurities and vacancies in the film produce such a behaviour
-of E . In the present case, since the glass substrates rotated
inside the hot thiourea solutirn1 were- precoated with silver
electrodes, the inclusion of traces, of silver into the <2dS
films cannot kn; ruled out. Moreover, the presence of micro
voids and vacancies are common in the chemically prepared films.
This explains the existence of different relaxation times which
in turn cause the particular shape of the E vs frequency
curve. E and tan¢§ were more or less constants upto 423K
above which 8 decreased suddenly and reached a value of 4.12
at 448K. Above 423K tanci increased suddenly (Figure 6.34).
The ionisation of traps together" with the dominancer of the
chaotic thermal oscillations at high temperatures are perhaps
the reasons for the sudden decrease of E and increase of tans
above 423K.
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6.40 Conclusion

From the foregoing investigations it becomes clear
that CdS films prepared by the chemical bath deposition tech
nique are uniform, adhere tightly to the substrate and resist
abrasion. They art; reproducible ill thickness anui electrical
properties. The important parameters of preparation are the
temperature, concentration cnf the solution, speed <n5 rotation
of the slides and the time of reaction. From the d.c. and
a.c. conductivity studies of CdS thin films thus prepared,
it was found that there exist two dominant trap levels near
the midgap-—most probably on either side of the Fermi level——

with a very low density of states at the Fermi level proper.
From the dielectric studies € was found to be independent
of temperature Lqfixn 423K. Fnmn the frequency dependence of

E , the existence of monovalent impurities, vacancies and micro
voids in the film are suggested.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In this thesis ii; is established that vacuum eva~
poration of high purity silicon granules using tungsten
baskets followed kn; hydrogen plasma annealing is ea reliable
and economical method for the production of hydrogenated
amorphous silicon thin films. In the second chapter the
experimental set—up for the production of hydrogenated and
unhydrogenated amorphous silicon films are presented in detail

The investigations presented in this thesis are
mainly centred around the electrical properties of amorphous
silicon and cadmium sulphide» thin films. In chapter 13 a
detailed analysis of the "results <1f the investigations on
d.c. and a.c. electrical conduction (M1 a—Si zmui a—Si:H is

presented. It has been proved that a-Si:H films prepared
by the present method are very similar to the glow discharge
produced films as far as the electrical properties are con
cerned. IH: is observed that generally d.c. electrical acti
vation energies of a~Si films are very high compared to that
of a~Si:H films. Intrinsic films with an activation energy

Sa = 0.75 ev are obtained for hydrogen annealing temperature
of 573K at a hydrogen partial pressure of 0.05 torr. The
a.c. conductivity of a-Si:H films is measured as a function
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of frequency, temperature and film thickness. It is found
n

that G*a C is proportional to (6 where n varies from 0.7
to 1.5.

The investigations (N1 the adsorbate induced d.c.
conductivity changes in the a—Si and a-Si:H thin films have
established the effect of donor type and acceptor type gases.
The investigations have shown that by simply exposing a
silicon film tn) hydrogen does run: change its cmmductivity

much. Similarly, the effects of N2, O2 and H25 are also
negligible. An exposure- of tfluz films ix) CO2 causes the
conductivity to decrease by 60% of its original value. How

ever, exposures to NH3 gas and H20 vapour cause the conducti
vities to increase dramatically, especially in time latter
case in which G‘ increases to about 3000 times. The change
is more pronounced in the first few hours and then[T remains
almost a constant. This study establishes unambiguously
how the presence of a very small amount of certain gases
can change the electrical properties of a—Si and a-Si:H
thin films. This also explains the diverse results obtained
by various research groups» in different laboratories and
sometimes at time same laboratory at <iifferent. preparation
runs. Important differences anna observed i11 the 1general
shapes of the curves between the a—Si and a~Si:H films studied
here.
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Dielectric properties of the a—Si and a—Si:H films
are measured as a function of frequency, temperature and
film thickness. In the case of a-Si the dielectric constant
(E ) increases with frequency. E is also found to be inde
pendent of temperature in the measurement range studied.
This rules out the presence of interfacial polarization.
The most possible mechanism is suggested as due to the pola
rization resulting from imperfections, defects and microvoids
in the films. Dangling bonds in the material are the most
important defects 5&1 amorphous silicon films enni they play
an important role in the dielectric properties of these
films. In a—Si:H films interfacial polarization is dominant.
This is due to the passivation of dangling bonds by hydrogen
which reduces their contribution to the polarization mecha
nism. The thickness dependence of fi is explained as the
direct manifestation ‘of the porosity of the films. The
increase in tflua loss factor“ with frequency iJ1 the xnanner
observed in these experiments indicates the role of electrode
and lead resistance in the measurements. In brief it can
be said that the dielectric properties of a—Si and a—Si:H
are very much dependent upon the frequency, temperature
and film thickness.

In chapter 5, the details of the successful fabri
cation and characterization of a—Si and a—Si:H field effect

transistors are presented. It. was Apossible txa draw' an
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appreciable drain current by "using an interdigited finger
structure for the source and drain electrodes. Instead

of the usual SiO2 films, vacuum evaporated europium oxide
films are used as the gate insulator. This made the fabri
cation much easier. The maximum amplification ratio of
194 is observed for a gate insulator thickness of 715
It is also found that since the semiconductor' is ‘almost
intrinsic in nature, both electrons znui holes contribute
to the conduction through the channel. The main limitation
of the device is the low value of the gain—bandwidth product.
This can be improved by a careful modification of the prepa
ration conditions.

Finally" in chapter 6, ea detailed account of the
preparation of CdS thin film by chemical bath technique
and its characterization are presented. By this method
it was possible to prepare nearly intrinsic CdS films.
A.C.conduction through the films was measured and was analysed

using Elliott's theory iknr a.c. conduction ixm chalcogenide
glasses. The density of states at the Fermi level was cal
culated from this data and was found to be nearly seven
orders less tfluni the reported "values. This iii explained
as due to the fact that most of the reported values represent
n-type materials with very" high sulphur' deficiency. The
films prepared by the present method are almost intrinsic
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in nature. Also the difference may not kxa as high as it.
appears since most <n5 the reported values are found out
by" the field effect method and it ;hs a. common, fact that
this method has a tendency to over estimate the density
of states. From the dielectric studies E is found to be
independent of temperature upto 423K. From the frequency
dependence of E. , the existence of monovalent impurities,
vacancies and microvoids in the films is suggested.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

A careful examination of the various reviews on
the "properties <yf a~Si:H "would reveal that ii; exhibits ea
variety of electrical properties making it cnue of the most
important materials for device applications. Eventhough
the material tuna been subjected txn thorough investigations
regarding its structural and electrical properties, so many
ions --st "i 11 - *r<e::1ai -n -iznanswered .. s1='urth--er stufdie-s on t he

precise relationships between defects, hydrogen content
and dopants are required for a better understanding and
control of the compositional and structural homogeneity
of a-Si:H films. Conflicting evidences have been presented
over the existence of steep gradients in hydrogen concentra
tion. .Also there are questions relating txa the interfaces
between a~Si:H anui both metals and insulators. Of course
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the most important applicathui for which a-Si:H films are
used is; the production cnf low cost solar cells. In this
field also there are still problems to be resolved, like
the Staebler—Wronski instability, dependence cflf solar cell
fill factor cum fihn thickness etc. Similarly :hi the case
of a—Si:I-1 field effect transistors, the low value of the
gain-bandwidth product is still a problem to be tackled.

The limitation tx> the efficiency of a~Si:H devices
is mainly due to the high localized state density. A further
decrease in the density of localized states will have to
be obtained by improved deposition techniques and heat treat—

ments. A significant increase in the mobility of the charge
carriers has also tx> be achieved. If these targets can
be attained, a-Si:H films can hue used to produce thin film
FETS, diodes and charge coupled devices successfully and
economically.
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